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SEMIPARAMETRIC MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION IN PARAMETRIC

REGRESSION WITH MISSING COVARIATES

Zhiwei Zhang, PhD

University of Pittsburgh, 2003

Parametric regression models are widely used in public health sciences. This dissertation is concerned with

statistical inference under such models with some covariates missing at random. Under natural conditions,

parameters remain identifiable from the observed (reduced) data. If the always observed covariates are

discrete or can be discretized, we propose a semiparametric maximum likelihood method which requires no

parametric specification of the selection mechanism or the covariate distribution. Simple conditions are given

under which the semiparametric maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) exists. For ease of computation, we

also consider a restricted MLE which maximizes the likelihood over covariate distributions supported by the

observed values. The two MLEs are asymptotically equivalent and strongly consistent for a class of topologies

on the parameter set. Upon normalization, they converge weakly to a zero-mean Gaussian process in a

suitable space. The MLE of the regression parameter, in particular, achieves the semiparametric information

bound, which can be consistently estimated by perturbing the profile log-likelihood. Furthermore, the profile

likelihood ratio statistic is asymptotically chi-squared. An EM algorithm is proposed for computing the

restricted MLE and for variance estimation. Simulation results suggest that the proposed method performs

resonably well in moderate-sized samples. In contrast, the analogous parametric maximum likelihood method

is subject to severe bias under model misspecification, even in large samples. The proposed method can be

applied to related statistical problems.

Keywords: Aymptotic normality; Consistency; EM algorithm; Infinite-dimensional M-estimation; Missing

at random; Missing covariates; Parametric regression; Profile likelihood; Semiparametric likelihood.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Parametric regression models such as generalized linear models are routinely used in clinical trials, epidemi-

ology and other fields. Let X and Y be random vectors taking values in Borel sets X and Y, respectively. Y

is often referred to as the outcome, while X is a vector of covariates. Under a parametric regression model,

the effect of X on Y is usually specified through f(·|x; θ), the regular conditional density of Y given X = x

with respect to some fixed measure µ on Y. Here f is a known function and θ is an unknown Euclidean

regression parameter to be estimated. Let (Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n, be independent copies of (X,Y ). If the

(Xi, Yi) are completely observed, the likelihood for θ is given by

n∏
i=1

f(Yi|Xi; θ), (1.1)

which does not involve the marginal distribution of X . An estimator of θ is obtained by maximizing this

likelihood. Under appropriate conditions this maximization reduces to solving a system of likelihood equa-

tions:
n∑

i=1

�̇θ(Xi, Yi) = 0,

where �̇θ(x, y) := ∂ log f(y|x; θ)/∂θ. It is well known that, under regularity conditions, the maximum likeli-

hood estimator (MLE) of θ is consistent and asymptotically normal with asymptotic variance the inverse of

the Fisher information. See Cox and Hinkley (1974, chap. 9) or van der Vaart (1998, chap. 5) for a discussion

of the general theory of M -estimation.

Now suppose that a portion of X is unobserved on some subjects. Write X = (W,Z), where W is always

observed and Z is possibly missing. Denote the supports of W and Z by W and Z, respectively. Write

G(·|w) for the conditional distribution of Z given W = w. Let R = 1 if Z is observed; 0 otherwise. As

before, assume that (Xi, Yi, Ri), i = 1, . . . , n, are independent copies of (X,Y,R). However, we only observe

(Ri, RiZi,Wi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n. Numerous methods have been proposed for estimating θ from this data.

Here we give a brief review of the few approaches which we consider to be representative. No attempt has

been made to exhaust the literature. It is understood that assumptions made and notations defined in the

discussion of a specific method are effective only within that context, unless otherwise stated.

Complete case analysis. Call subject or unit i a complete case if it is fully observed (i.e., Ri = 1);

otherwise an incomplete case. An (overly) common approach is simply to apply standard procedures to the
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set of complete cases, ignoring the incomplete ones. For example, an estimate of θ is obtained by maximizing

∏
i:Ri=1

f(Yi|Xi; θ).

This may or may not be valid, depending on the selection mechanism, the mechanism by which subjects are

randomly selected for full or partial observation. Here and in the sequel, write [·] or [·|·] for the (conditional)

distribution of a random element (given another random element). Then the validity of the complete case

analysis requires that

[Y |X,R = 1] = [Y |X ]. (1.2)

The left side is the outcome-covariate relationship among complete cases, whereas the right side is the

inferential target. Note that (1.2) is equivalent to the conditional independence of Y and R given X ; the

latter can be alternatively expressed as

E(R|X,Y ) = E(R|X) almost surely. (1.3)

This condition is sometimes called covariate-dependent missingness in the literature. However, we shall refer

to (1.3) as outcome-independent missingness, which seems to deliver the right message. The complete case

analysis is easy to carry out and, under (1.3) and other regularity conditions, yields valid inference. An

obvious drawback is loss of effiency because the information in the incomplete caes is discarded.

Pseudolikelihoods. Consider the situation where

E(R|X,Y ) = E(R|W ) almost surely. (1.4)

This is apparently stronger than (1.3) and allows some information in the incomplete cases to be recovered.

Suppose for the moment that G is known. Then the likelihood for θ is given by

n∏
i=1

{f(Yi|Xi; θ)}Ri

{∫
Z
f(Yi|Wi, z; θ)G(dz|Wi)

}1−Ri

. (1.5)

Note that, although the likelihood (1.1) with complete data does not involve the covariate distribution,

the one with missing covariates does. Note also that (1.5) does not involve the selection mechanism, by

assumption (1.4). Of course, G is unknown and we cannot estimate θ by maximizing (1.5). However, from

assumption (1.4) we have

[Z|W,R = 1] = [Z|W ],

which suggests that G can be estimated empirically from complete cases. If W is finitely discrete, then a

natural estimator of G(·|w) is the (stratum-specific) empirical distribution of Z:∑n
i=1 1{Wi = w}RiδZi∑n

i=1 1{Wi = w}Ri
, (1.6)
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where 1{·} is the indicator function and δz denotes the probability distribution supported by the one-point

set {z}. (These notations will be used later without further comment.) With G replaced by (1.6), (1.5)

becomes a pseudolikelihood that can be maximized to give an estimate of θ. This is the approach taken by

Pepe and Fleming (1991). For a general W , Carroll and Wand (1991) suggest maximizing (1.5) with G(·|w)

replaced by a kernel estimator: ∑n
i=1 Riψ{(w −Wi)/b}δZi∑n

i=1Riψ{(w −Wi)/b} ,

where ψ is a symmetric density function and b > 0 a bandwidth. These methods are simple to implement

and can be more efficient than the complete case analysis, especially when the proportion of incomplete cases

is high. It has long been realized, however, that pseudolikelihood methods are generally inefficient in the

semiparametric sense; see, for example, the monograph of Bickel, Klaassen, Ritov and Wellner (1993) for an

exposition of the semiparametric efficiency theory. In the present setting, the inefficiency of the pseudolike-

lihood methods is noted by Robins, Hsieh and Newey (1995) among others. In addition, assumption (1.4) is

often unrealistic in practice.

In what follows we shall assume that

E(R|X,Y ) = E(R|W,Y ) =: π(W,Y ) almost surely, (1.7)

that is, Z is missing at random (MAR) in the sense of Rubin (1976). Compared with (1.4), this is apparently

weaker and hence more acceptable.

Mean score. First assume that G is known. Then (1.5) continues to be the likelihood for θ even though

(1.4) is weakened to (1.7). Differentiating the logarithm of (1.5) with respect to θ gives the score

n∑
i=1

[
Ri�̇θ(Xi, Yi) + (1 −Ri)E

{
�̇θ(X,Y )|Wi, Yi;G, θ

}]
. (1.8)

Evaluation of (1.8) requires knowledge of [Z|W,Y ], which depends on θ and G. Because G is unknown in

reality, one cannot just set (1.8) to 0 and solve for θ. But (1.7) implies that

[Z|W,Y ] = [Z|W,Y,R = 1],

and the right side can estimated empirically. In the case that both W and Y are finitely discrete, Reilly and

Pepe (1995) propose estimating [Z|W = w, Y = y] by:∑n
i=1 1{Wi = w, Yi = y}RiδZi∑n

i=1 1{Wi = w, Yi = y}Ri
.

Then (1.8) becomes a “mean score”:

n∑
i=1

[
Ri�̇θ(Xi, Yi) + (1 −Ri)

∑n
j=1 1{Wj = Wi, Yj = Yi}Rj �̇θ(Wi, Zj, Yi)∑n

j=1 1{Wj = Wi, Yj = Yi}Rj

]
. (1.9)

An estimator of θ is obtained by setting (1.9) to 0. Like the pseudolikelihood methods, the mean score

method suffers from a loss of efficiency due to replacing population quantities with empirical estimates.
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Pseudoscore. Chatterjee, Chen and Breslow (2003) (CCB) develop yet another method of this type.

Rewrite (1.8) as

n∑
i=1

[
Ri�̇θ(Xi, Yi) + (1 −Ri)

∫
Z �̇θ(Wi, z, Yi)f(Yi|Wi, z; θ)G(dz|Wi)∫

Z f(Yi|Wi, z; θ)G(dz|Wi)

]
. (1.10)

Their key observation is that, by Bayes’s law,

dG(·|w)
d[Z|W = w,R = 1]

(z) =
E(R|W = w)

E(R|W = w,Z = z)
, (1.11)

provided the denominator on the right side is nonzero. If W is finitely discrete, then (1.6) is an empirical

estimate of [Z|W = w,R = 1] (not G(·|w)). The denominator on the right side of (1.11) is equal to∫
Y
π(w, y)f(y|w, z; θ)dµ(y).

If a parametric model for π such as logistic regression is assumed, an estimate π̂ can be obtained from the

(Wi, Yi, Ri), i = 1, . . . , n, by standard methods. In view of (1.11) with these estimates substituted, (1.10)

becomes

n∑
i=1

(
Ri�̇θ(Xi, Yi) + (1 −Ri)

×
∑n

j=1

[
1{Wj = Wi}Rj �̇θ(Wi, Zj, Yi)f(Yi|Wi, Zj ; θ)

/∫
π̂(Wi, y)f(y|Wi, Zj ; θ)dµ(y)

]
∑n

j=1

[
1{Wj = Wi}Rjf(Yi|Wi, Zj ; θ)

/∫
π̂(Wi, y)f(y|Wi, Zj ; θ)dµ(y)

]
)
, (1.12)

which is called a pseudoscore. Setting (1.12) to 0 gives an estimate of θ. CCB give a heuristic discussion on

the likely efficiency gain of the pseudoscore method over the mean score method.

Robins, Hsieh and Newey (1995) (RHN) derive the efficient score for estimating θ in the semipara-

metric model with G unspecified. (Braslow, McNeney and Wellner (2003) note a correction to their formula.)

The efficient score remains the same whether the selection mechanism π is known, parametrically modeled

or completely unspecified. Assuming a parametric model for π, RHN propose a class of estimators of θ which

is motivated by the form of the efficient score. There is a member of this class that is semiparametrically

efficient. In the case that both W and Y are finitely discrete, the efficient estimator is easy to compute. In

general, however, it takes a considerable amount of computation to find the efficient estimator.

Parametric likelihood. Ibrahim, Chen and Lipsitz (1999) assume that G(·|·) = G(·|·; γ) is known up

to a Euclidean parameter γ, with conditional density g(·|·; γ) with respect to some measure ν on Z. Then

the likelihood for (θ, γ) is

n∏
i=1

{f(Yi|Xi; θ)g(Zi|Wi; γ)}Ri

{∫
Z
f(Yi|Wi, z; θ)g(z|Wi; γ)dν(z)

}1−Ri

. (1.13)

As a consequence of the MAR assumption, the selection mechanism π is not involved. Expression (1.13) is a

parametric likelihood, to which the classical maximum likelihood theory applies. Under correct model spec-

ification and some regularity conditions, θ and γ are simultaneously and efficiently estimated by maximizing

(1.13). However, if the model for G is misspecified, this can lead to severely biased inference.
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Semiparametric likelihood. In practice, one rarely has sufficient information to specify a parametric

model for the covariate distribution, except in the trivial case that W and Z are both finitely discrete. It

is then natural to consider maximizing the likelihood without specifying G. Wild (1991) explores this idea

in a two-phase, outcome-dependent sampling design with a finitely discrete outcome. Assume that W is

empty, so that G denotes the marginal distribution of Z. Write Y = {yj : j = 1, . . . , J}. In phase one, a

random sample {(Zi, Yi) : i = 1, . . . , n} is generated. However, one observes only the Yi, i = 1, . . . , n. Let

Dj = {i : Yi = yj}, j = 1, . . . , J . In phase two, a simple random subsample is taken from each stratum Dj

for actual observation of Z. Thus the Ri are no longer independent of each other. Nevertheless the likelihood

for (θ,G) takes a familiar look:

n∏
i=1

[f(Yi|Zi; θ)G{Zi}]Ri

{∫
Z
f(Yi|z; θ)dG(z)

}1−Ri

,

where G{z} denotes the G-measure of the one-point set {z}. Wild (1991) then proposes estimating θ by

maximizing the above semiparametric likelihood simultaneously over θ and G, the latter restricted to the

(random) set of probability measures concentrated on {Zi : Ri = 1}.
Lawless, Kalbfleisch and Wild (1999) (LKW) generalize this method in two ways. First, they

consider various sampling schemes including basic stratified sampling as described in the above paragraph

and Bernoulli sampling which we have considered prior to the above paragraph. To fix ideas and to keep

in line with most of the foregoing discussion, we shall from now on restrict attention to Bernoulli sampling,

where the (Xi, Yi, Ri), i = 1, . . . , n, are independent and identically distributed. As a second generalization,

LKW relax the assumption that Y is finitely discrete and allows the selection probability to depend on

covariates as well. Their key assumptions are summarized as follows. Let Sk, k = 1, . . . ,K, be a partition

of the sample space X ×Y, let T =
∑K

k=1 k1{(X,Y ) ∈ Sk}, and define Ti analogously, with (X,Y ) replaced

by (Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n. Assume that T is always observed and that (X,Y ) is either completely observed,

in which case R = 1, or completely missing so that R = 0. Furthermore, assume that E(R|X = x, Y = y) is

constant on each Sk. Here we consider X as a whole and use G to denote its marginal distribution. In this

setting, the semiparametric likelihood for (θ,G) is given by

n∏
i=1

[
f(Yi|Xi; θ)G{Xi}

]Ri
{
QTi(θ,G)

}1−Ri
,

where

Qk(θ,G) := P{(X,Y ) ∈ Sk; θ,G} =
∫∫
Sk

f(y|x; θ)dµ(y)dG(x), k = 1, . . . ,K.

Like Wild (1991), LKW consider estimating (θ,G) by maximizing the semiparametric likelihood with G

restricted to probability distributions supported by the observed values ofX . As shown by van der Vaart and

Wellner (2001) and Braslow, McNeney and Wellner (2003), the LKW estimator is consistent, asymptotically

normal and semiparametrically efficient.
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Now, if we review the original problem posed at the beginning of this chapter with the added MAR

assumption (1.7), and compare the aforementioned methods in terms of applicability and efficiency, we

observe that each of them requires at least one of the following additional assumptions:

• Outcome-independent missingness;

• Parametric specification of the selection mechanism;

• Parametric specification of the conditional distribution of Z given W ;

• Finite discreteness of both W and Y ;

• Existence of a finite stratification of W ×Y on which the selection mechanism is based.

It appears that, in CCB and RHN, parametric modeling of π could be replaced by nonparametric regres-

sion techniques. But we have not seen a formal justification of this conjecture. In terms of efficiency,

pseudolikelihood-type methods and the complete case analysis generally do not achieve the semiparametric

information bound. In contrast, (parametric or semiparametric) maximum likelihood methods often yield

efficient estimators, at least under correct model specification in the parametric case. The RHN methodol-

ogy can in principle lead to efficient inference; however, it is computationally difficult to actually find their

efficient estimator, except when W and Y are both finitely discrete.

Here we propose a method based on maximizing a semiparametric likelihood; a precise definition is given

in Chapter 2. For technical reasons, we shall assume that W is finitely discrete. We do, however, allow

the distribution of Y to be arbitrary, under a general parametric model. The proposed method does not

require parametric assumptions on the selection mechanism or on the covariate distribution, nor does it rely

on outcome-independent missingness or a finite stratification of the sample space as in LKW. Except for a

different sampling scheme, the method of Wild (1991) can be viewed as a special case of our method where Y

is finitely discrete. The method developed here is related to, but different from, the LKW method. When W

and Y are both finitely discrete, our problem trivially satisfies the assumptions of LKW, with each possible

value of (W,Y ) defining a stratum, and the two methods are equivalent. For our general problem, however,

the proposed method has several notable advantages. First, the finite stratification assumption of LKW is

motivated by a two-phase sampling design, where the experimenter defines the selection mechanism. This

assumption may not be plausible if the missingness is unplanned, as is often the case in observational studies.

The proposed method requires no such assumption. Second, even when their stratification assumption indeed

holds, it may be difficult to ascertain the stratum membership if the definition of strata is unclear to the

data analyst. Again, our method requires no such information. Third, LKW assume that only the stratum

membership is observed for an incomplete case, and the semiparametric efficiency of their estimator is relative

to this assumption. In our problem, we obtain more information by observing the exact value of (W,Y ) on

an incomplete case. Without making use of this extra piece of information, the LKW method is likely to be

inefficient in this setting.

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss parameter identification

and define the semiparametric MLEs. In Chapter 3, we show that the proposed estimators are consistent
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and asymptotically equivalent. We explore two approaches to proving weak convergence. One is based on a

linearization argument applied to a well-behaved system of likelihood equations, which is explained in Chapter

4. The other one, considered in Chapter 5, relies on a quadratic expansion of the profile log-likelihood.

Chapter 6 gives concrete examples that illustrate the verification of regularity conditions. Numerical methods

are derived and simulation results reported in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 outlines potential applications of the

proposed method to related statistical problems. We finish this dissertation with a discussion in Chapter 9.
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2.0 SEMIPARAMETRIC MLES

The distribution of (W,Z, Y,R) is completely determined by (F,G, θ, π), where F is the marginal distribution

ofW . Let (F0, G0, θ0, π0) denote the true values of parameters. F0 and π0 can be estimated from the observed

data using standard methods. Here we focus on the estimation of (θ0, G0), with primary interest in θ0. Our

first result pertains to the identifiability of (θ0, G0) from the observed data. The observables (R,RZ,W, Y )

certainly do not carry more information about (θ0, G0) than do the original regression variables (X,Y ).

Therefore it seems natural to require that

(A1) (F0, G0, θ0) is identifiable from the distribution of (X,Y ).

Since (F0, G0) is certainly identifiable, this means that θ = θ0 whenever (X,Y ) has the same distribution

under (F0, G0, θ) as under (F0, G0, θ0). In a generalized linear model, (A1) is equivalent to var(X) being

positive definite. We allow Z to be missing at random but require that every possible configuration of (X,Y )

be potentially observable. To be precise, assume that

(A2) (1.7) holds, with

(A3) π0(W,Y ) > 0 almost surely.

These conditions together ensure the identifiability of parameters from the observed data.

Theorem 2.1. Under (A1)–(A3), (F0, G0, θ0, π0) is identifiable from the distribution of (R,RZ,W, Y ).

Proof. Let (F1, G1, θ1, π1) define the same distribution of (R,RZ,W, Y ) as does (F0, G0, θ0, π0). It follows

immediately that π1 = π0 almost surely under the (common) distribution of (W,Y ). Let B be a Borel subset

of X × Y. A conditioning argument combined with (A2) and (A3) yields

Ej
R1B(X,Y )
π0(W,Y )

= Pj{(X,Y ) ∈ B},

where Ej (resp. Pj) denotes expectation (resp. probability) evaluated under (Fj , Gj , θj , πj), j = 0, 1. But

R1B(X,Y )
π0(W,Y )

=
R1B(W,RZ, Y )

π0(W,Y )
,

which follows the same distribution under either set of parameters. Therefore

P1{(X,Y ) ∈ B} = P0{(X,Y ) ∈ B}, every B.

It now follows from (A1) that (F1, G1, θ1) = (F0, G0, θ0).
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The proposed method requires that W be finitely discrete. In fact, for notational convenience, we even

assume that W is empty in the subsequent discussion. Only inessential (but tedious) modifications of results

and proofs are needed to accomodate the inclusion of a finitely discrete W . Thus π is now defined on Y and

G is just a probability measure on Z ⊂ Rd, the support of Z. Our inference is based on the semiparametric

likelihood

Ln(θ,G) =
n∏

i=1

[f(Yi|Zi; θ)G{Zi}]Ri {f(Yi;G, θ)}1−Ri , (2.1)

where G{z} := G({z}) and

f(y;G, θ) :=
∫
Z
f(y|z; θ)dG(z). (2.2)

Let Θ ⊂ Rq denote the parameter set for θ and G the set of all probability measures on Z. It is natural

to estimate (θ0, G0) by (θ̃, G̃), a maximizer of the likelihood (2.1) over (θ,G) ∈ Θ × G. It is not obvious,

however, that (θ̃, G̃) exists; the supremum of Ln over Θ × G need not be achieved. Nevertheless, it will be

shown that (θ̃, G̃) indeed exists under the following simple conditions:

(B1) Z is compact;

(B2) Θ is compact;

(B3) The map (z, θ) �→ f(y|z; θ) is continuous for every y ∈ Y.

In this chapter, G is equipped with the weak topology and Θ×G the product topology. The following lemma

is used in proving the existence of (θ̃, G̃) and in later developments as well.

Lemma 2.2. Under (B1), G is compact for the weak topology. Under (B1)–(B3), the map (θ,G) �→
f(y;G, θ) is continuous for the product topology for every y ∈ Y.

Proof. The compactness of G follows from the compactness of Z and Prohorov’s theorem. For the second

assertion, fix y ∈ Y and take a sequence (θm, Gm) → (θ,G). Then

|f(y;Gm, θm) − f(y;G, θ)| ≤
∣∣∣∣
∫
Z
{f(y|z; θm) − f(y|z; θ)}dG(z)

∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣
∫
Z
f(y|z; θm)d(Gm −G)(z)

∣∣∣∣ .
It follows from the assumptions that f(y|·; ·) is bounded. By the dominated convergence theorem, the

first term on the right tends to 0 as m → ∞. The assumptions also imply that {f(y|·; θ) : θ ∈ Θ} is

equicontinuous. By Theorem 1.12.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) (VW), the second term tends to 0

as well.

Suppose now that a sample of size n has been drawn. Denote by z1, . . . , zk the distinct observed values

of Z with respective multiplicities n1, . . . , nk. Let n0 =
∑n

i=1(1 − Ri), so that
∑k

j=0 nj = n. Let (j, l)

provide the index of the lth complete case taking the value zj , l = 1, . . . , nj, j = 1, . . . , k. Thus, for example,

(1, 1) = 1 if and only if R1 = 1 and Z1 = z1. Similarly, write (0, l) for the index of the lth incomplete case.

Theorem 2.3. Let (B1)–(B3) hold for a version of f(·|·; ·) that is nonnegative everywhere. Then (θ̃, G̃)

exists.
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Proof. Let Λ denote the k-dimensional unit simplex:

Λ =

⎧⎨
⎩λ ∈ Rk : λj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , k,

k∑
j=1

λj ≤ 1

⎫⎬
⎭ ,

where λj refers to the jth component of λ. It can be shown that

sup
(θ,G)∈Θ×G

Ln(θ,G) = sup
(θ,λ,G)∈Θ×Λ×G

[
k∏

j=1

{
λ

nj

j

nj∏
l=1

f(Y(j,l)|zj ; θ)

}

×
n0∏
l=1

{
k∑

j=1

λjf(Y(0,l)|zj; θ) +

(
1 −

k∑
j=1

λj

)
f(Y(0,l);G, θ)

}]
;

the left side is achieved if and only if the right side is. By Lemma 2.2, Θ×Λ×G is compact and the function

of (θ, λ,G) on the right side is continuous.

In general, (θ̃, G̃) is not unique. It is easy to see that G̃{zj} > 0, j = 1, . . . , k, unless Ln is identically

0. But G̃ need not concentrate on {zj : j = 1, . . . , k}, and the remaining mass can be distributed in rather

arbitrary ways. Fortunately, G̃ can be modified, without changing any term in the likelihood, into a discrete

distribution which is relatively easy to understand. To avoid trivialities, assume that

(B4) f(·|·; ·) is positive everywhere.

This ensures that Ln is not identically 0.

Lemma 2.4. Let (B4) hold and let (θ̃, G̃) be an MLE of (θ,G). If the set

{a(f(Y(0,1)|z; θ̃), . . . , f(Y(0,n0)|z; θ̃)) : 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, z ∈ Z} (2.3)

is compact, then there exists G̃∗ ∈ G which is supported by between k and k + n0 points and such that

G̃∗{zj} = G̃{zj}, j = 1, . . . , k; (2.4)

f(Y(0,l); G̃∗, θ̃) = f(Y(0,l); G̃, θ̃), l = 1, . . . , n0.

In particular, (θ̃, G̃∗) is another MLE.

This follows from the argument of van der Vaart and Wellner (1992, theorem 2.1); the proof is omitted.

The compactness of (2.3) certainly follows from (B1) and (B3).

Since all information about Z comes from the observed values of Z, it seems reasonable to consider

also the restricted MLE (θ̂, Ĝ), any maximizer of (2.1) with G restricted to the set of probability measures

concentrated on {zj : j = 1, . . . , k}. In fact, this is common practice in semiparametric maximum likelihood

estimation; compare Wild (1991) and LKW. It is easy to see that (θ̂, Ĝ) exists, provided (B2) holds and the

map θ �→ f(y|z; θ) is continuous for every (z, y) ∈ Z × Y. The latter certainly follows from (B3).

Where it is necessary to distinguish between (θ̂, Ĝ) and (θ̃, G̃), the latter shall be referred to as the global

MLE. Both MLEs have intuitive appeal. In fact, it will be shown in Chapter 3 that, almost surely, the

global maxima of (2.1) eventually fall into the restricted parameter set as n→ ∞, so that the two MLEs are

10



equivalent in an asymptotic sense. From a practical point of view, the computation of (θ̂, Ĝ) has dimension

at most q + k, while that of (θ̃, G̃) is infinite-dimensional.

A simple characterization of Ĝ and G̃ can be obtained as follows. Let h : Z → R be bounded and

measurable. For a (small) real number t, define Ĝt by

dĜt/dĜ = 1 + t(h−
∫
hdĜ).

Clearly, with |t| sufficiently small, Ĝt is a probability measure on Z and, like Ĝ, is concentrated on {Zi :

Ri = 1}. By the definition of Ĝ, the map t �→ logLn(θ̂, Ĝt) is maximized at t = 0. Differentiating with

respect to t and setting the derivative equal to 0 at t = 0, we obtain

∫
Z
hdĜ =

1
n

n∑
i=1

{
Rih(Zi) + (1 −Ri)

∫
Z h(z)f(Yi|z; θ̂)dĜ(z)

f(Yi; Ĝ, θ̂)

}
. (2.5)

In particular, for h = 1{z}, z ∈ Z, we have

Ĝ{z} =
1
n

n∑
i=1

{
Ri1{Zi = z} + (1 −Ri)

f(Yi|z; θ̂)Ĝ{z}
f(Yi; Ĝ, θ̂)

}
.

Simple algebraic manipulation then yields

Ĝ{z} =
∑n

i=1 Ri1{Zi = z}
n−∑n

i=1(1 −Ri)f(Yi|z; θ̂)/f(Yi; Ĝ, θ̂)
, (2.6)

provided the denominator on the right side is nonzero (which is the case if the numerator is nonzero). These

identities remain valid with (θ̂, Ĝ) replaced by (θ̃, G̃).
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3.0 CONSISTENCY AND ASYMPTOTIC EQUIVALENCE

Because of the restricted nature of Ĝ, one might expect (θ̂, Ĝ) to be easier to analyze. Indeed, we will start our

analysis with the consistency of (θ̂, Ĝ), first for the weak topology on G and then for more general topologies.

These follow from the representation (2.6) and arguments similar to those of Chen (2002, theorem 2) and

van der Vaart and Wellner (2001, theorem 2). By discretizing G̃ as in Lemma 2.4, we then demonstrate the

asymptotic equivalence of (θ̂, Ĝ) and (θ̃, G̃) and hence the consistency of the latter.

Recall that (G0, θ0, π0) is the true value of (G, θ, π). Let E0 denote (conditional) expectation taken under

(θ0, G0, π0). Let P0 and Pn denote the true and empirical distributions of (Z, Y,R), respectively. We shall

use operator notation for integrals, writing

Pnh(Z, Y,R) = Pnh =
∫
hdPn =

1
n

n∑
i=1

h(Zi, Yi, Ri)

for instance. Let us assume that

(C0) (A1)–(A3) and (B1)–(B4) hold;

(C1) {f(·|z; θ) : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ} is VC-subgraph;

(C2) P0 supz,θ f(Y |z, θ) <∞;

(C3) P0 infz,θ log f(Y |z, θ) > −∞;

(C4) P0 supz,θ,G(1 −R)f(Y |z, θ)/f(Y ;G, θ) <∞;

(C5) P0{R logE0(R|Z)} > −∞.

In what follows, (θ̂, Ĝ) will be subscripted with n and treated as a random sequence.

Theorem 3.1. Let (C0)–(C5) be satisfied. Then, almost surely, θ̂n → θ0 and Ĝn → G0 weakly as n→ ∞.

Proof. Let

D0(z, θ,G) = 1 − P0{(1 −R)f(Y |z, θ)/f(Y ;G, θ)}, z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ G,

and define Dn similarly, with P0 replaced by Pn. Note that D0(Z, θ0, G0) is a version of E0(R|Z). For every

real-valued measurable function h,

Ĝnh = Pn{Rh(Z)/Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn)}, (3.1)
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as another way to write (2.6). This motivates the definition of Gn by

Gnh =
Pn{Rh(Z)/D0(Z, θ0, G0)}

Pn{R/D0(Z, θ0, G0)} .

With probability tending to 1, Gn is a well-defined probability measure. Furthermore, by the law of large

numbers, Gnh → G0h almost surely, for every bounded measurable function h. Take a countable collection

of functions, such as in Theorem 1.12.2 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) (VW), to see that

Gn → G0 almost surely (3.2)

for the weak topology (the only topology on G considered in this proof).

Define

B0(ε, θ,G) = {z ∈ Z : D0(z, θ,G) < ε}, ε > 0, θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ G. (3.3)

Lemma 2.2 ensures that G is compact, hence separable. Let Θ0 and G0 be countable and dense in Θ and G,

respectively, and let Q+ denote the set of positive rational numbers. By the law of large numbers, we have

that, almost surely,

Pn1B0(ε,θ,G)(Z) → G0(B0(ε, θ,G)), ε ∈ Q+, θ ∈ Θ0, G ∈ G0. (3.4)

For later use, we also notice that

PnR log [D0(Z, θ0, G0)Pn {R/D0(Z, θ0, G0)}] → P0{R logE0(R|Z)} (3.5)

almost surely, by (C5) and the law of large numbers.

Fix an ω in the probability space which satisfies (3.2), (3.4), (3.5) and the (countably many) Glivenko-

Cantelli (GC) properties established in Lemma 3.2 ahead. (Almost every ω qualifies.) It will be shown that,

at this ω, (θ̂n, Ĝn) → (θ0, G0). By the compactness of Θ×G, it suffices to show that every limit point (θ′, G′)

of (θ̂n, Ĝn) is equal to (θ0, G0). Abusing notation, we still use (n) to denote the convergent subsequence.

It follows from the definition of (θ̂n, Ĝn) that

0 ≥ 1
n

log
Ln(θ0, Gn)

Ln(θ̂n, Ĝn)

= Pn

[
R log

f(Y |Z; θ0)

f(Y |Z; θ̂n)
+R log

Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn)
D0(Z, θ0, G0)Pn {R/D0(Z, θ0, G0)} + (1 −R) log

f(Y ;Gn, θ0)

f(Y ; Ĝn, θ̂n)

]
.

(3.6)

By Lemma 3.2 and the dominated convergence theorem,

PnR log
f(Y |Z; θ0)
f(Y |Z; θ̂n)

→ P0R log
f(Y |Z; θ0)
f(Y |Z; θ′)

.

Similarly, we have

Pn(1 −R) log
f(Y ;Gn, θ0)
f(Y ; Ĝn, θ̂n)

→ P0(1 −R) log
f(Y ;G0, θ0)
f(Y ;G′, θ′)

.
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Suppose for the moment that

G0 � G′, (3.7)

lim inf PnR log
Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn)

D0(Z, θ0, G0)Pn {R/D0(Z, θ0, G0)} ≥ P0R log
dG0

dG′ (Z). (3.8)

Then the right side of (3.6) will have limit inferior at least

P0

{
R log

f(Y |Z; θ0)
f(Y |Z; θ′)

+R log
dG0

dG′ (Z) + (1 −R) log
f(Y ;G0, θ0)
f(Y ;G′, θ′)

}

=P0

{
R log

f(Y |Z; θ0)dG0
dG′ (Z) /f(Y ;G0, θ0)

f(Y |Z; θ′) /f(Y ;G′, θ′)
+ log

f(Y ;G0, θ0)
f(Y ;G′, θ′)

}

=E0

[
π0(Y )E0

{
log

f(Y |Z; θ0)dG0
dG′ (Z) /f(Y ;G0, θ0)

f(Y |Z; θ′) /f(Y ;G′, θ′)

∣∣∣∣∣Y
}]

+ E0 log
f(Y ;G0, θ0)
f(Y ;G′, θ′)

. (3.9)

By Jensen’s inequality, both terms in (3.9) are ≥ 0 (hence = 0). The first term being 0 implies that

f(y|z; θ0)dG0

dG′ (z) /f(y;G0, θ0) = f(y|z; θ′) /f(y;G′, θ′) (3.10)

for G′ × PY
0 -almost every (z, y), where PY

0 denotes the true distribution of Y. By (B4), µ � PY
0 ; hence

(3.10) actually holds for G′ × µ-almost every (z, y). The second term in (3.9) being 0 implies that

f(y;G0, θ0) = f(y;G′, θ′), µ-almost every y.

Multiplying the two equations above, we obtain

f(y|z; θ′) = f(y|z; θ0)dG0

dG′ (z), G′ × µ-almost every (z, y). (3.11)

Integrating both sides with respect to dµ(y) gives

dG0

dG′ (z) = 1, G′-almost every z,

whence G′ = G0. In view of this and (3.7), (3.11) becomes

f(y|z; θ′) = f(y|z; θ0), G0 × µ-almost every (z, y).

It now follows from (A1) that θ′ = θ0.

Thus the proof will be complete as soon as (3.7) and (3.8) are verified. To this end, observe that∫
(−∞,t]

Dn(z, θ̂n, Ĝn)dĜn(z) = PnR1{Z ≤ t} → P0R1{Z ≤ t} =
∫

(−∞,t]

D0(z, θ0, G0)dG0(z) (3.12)

for every t ∈ Rd (in fact, uniformly). On the other hand, for every continuity point t of G′,

LHS of (3.12) = Ĝn(t) − Pn

(1 −R)
∫
(−∞,t]

f(Y |z; θ̂n)dĜn(z)

f(Y ; Ĝn, θ̂n)

= Ĝn(t) − P0

(1 −R)
∫
(−∞,t] f(Y |z; θ̂n)dĜn(z)

f(Y ; Ĝn, θ̂n)
+ o(1)

→ G′(t) − P0

(1 −R)
∫
(−∞,t]

f(Y |z; θ′)dG′(z)

f(Y ;G′, θ′)

=
∫

(−∞,t]

D0(z, θ′, G′)dG′(z),
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where the first step follows from Fubini’s theorem, the second from Lemma 3.2, the third from Lemma 3.4

and the dominated convergence theorem, and the last from Fubini’s theorem again. Combining the two

displays above, we have
∫

(−∞,t]

D0(z, θ′, G′)dG′(z) =
∫

(−∞,t]

D0(z, θ0, G0)dG0(z) (3.13)

for every continuity point t of G′. As functions of t, the left side defines a finite (by (C4)) signed measure

and the right side a finite measure; hence both are right continuous in t. For a discontinuity point t of

G′, take a sequence tm ↓ t to see that (3.13) remains valid. Therefore both sides define the same measure

and, by the π-λ theorem, their integrands are the respective Radon-Nikodym derivatives. In particular, the

integrand on the left is nonnegative G′-almost everywhere. By (A3) and (B4), the integrand on the right is

even positive everywhere. Thus (3.7) follows, with

dG0

dG′ (z) =
D0(z, θ′, G′)
D0(z, θ0, G0)

. (3.14)

It remains to verify (3.8). In view of (3.5) and (3.14), it suffices to show that

lim inf PnR logDn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ≥ P0R logD0(Z, θ′, G′).

By Lemma 3.2,

Dn(z, θ̂n, Ĝn) −D0(z, θ̂n, Ĝn) → 0 (3.15)

uniformly in z. Let ε ∈ Q+. Then

PnR log{Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ∨ ε} − PnR log{D0(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ∨ ε} → 0,

where a ∨ b := max{a, b}. Also by Lemma 3.2,

(Pn − P0)R log{D0(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ∨ ε} → 0.

The continuity of D0 (shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2) and the dominated convergence theorem together

imply

P0R log{D0(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ∨ ε} → P0R log{D0(Z, θ′, G′) ∨ ε}.

Combining the three displays above gives

PnR log{Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ∨ ε} → P0R log{D0(Z, θ′, G′) ∨ ε}. (3.16)

Similarly to (3.3), define

Bn(ε, θ,G) = {z ∈ Z : Dn(z, θ,G) < ε}.
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Now we can write

PnR logDn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) = PnR log{Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ∨ ε}
+ Pn

[
R1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z)

{
logDn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) − log ε

}]
.

In view of (3.16), we have, for ε < 1,

lim inf PnR logDn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ≥ P0R logD0(Z, θ′, G′)

+ lim inf PnR1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z) logDn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn), (3.17)

and it suffices to show that the last term becomes nonnegative as ε→ 0. To this end, notice that, by Jensen’s

inequality,

PnR1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z) logDn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn) ≥ −Pn{R1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z)}

× log
Pn{R1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z)/Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn)}

Pn{R1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z)} . (3.18)

But

Pn{R1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z)/Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn)} = Ĝn(Bn(ε, θ̂n, Ĝn)) ≤ 1,

so that the left side of (3.18) is at least

Pn{R1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z)} log Pn{R1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z)}.

The continuity of D0 and the compactness of Z together imply that {D0(z, ·, ·) : z ∈ Z} is equcontinuous.

This, together with (3.15), implies that

Dn(z, θ̂n, Ĝn) → D0(z, θ′, G′) (3.19)

uniformly in z. It follows that, for large n,

Bn(ε, θ̂n, Ĝn) ⊂ B0(2ε, θ′, G′). (3.20)

Also by the equicontinuity mentioned above, there exists (θ′′, G′′) ∈ Θ0 ×G0 (defined before (3.4)) such that

sup
z∈Z

|D0(z, θ′, G′) −D0(z, θ′′, G′′)| < ε,

whence

B0(2ε, θ′, G′) ⊂ B0(3ε, θ′′, G′′) ⊂ B0(4ε, θ′, G′). (3.21)

Combining (3.20) and (3.21), we see that

0 ≤ lim sup Pn{R1Bn(ε,θ̂n,Ĝn)(Z)} ≤ lim Pn{R1B0(3ε,θ′′,G′′)(Z)}
= P0{R1B0(3ε,θ′′,G′′)(Z)} ≤ P0{R1B0(4ε,θ′,G′)(Z)} ≤ G0(B0(4ε, θ′, G′)).

As ε→ 0, the last quantity tends to G0{z ∈ Z : D0(z, θ′, G′) ≤ 0}, which is 0 by (3.14). This, together with

the fact that limx→0+ x log x = 0, shows that the last term in (3.17) can be removed.
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Lemma 3.2. In the situation of Theorem 3.1, the following classes of functions of (Z, Y,R) are P0-GC:

{R1(−∞,t](Z) : t ∈ Rd},
{R log f(Y |Z, θ) : θ ∈ Θ},

{R log f(Y ;G, θ) : θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ G},
{R log{D0(Z, θ,G) ∨ ε} : θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ G},

{(1 −R)f(Y |z; θ)/f(Y ;G, θ) : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ Gd},{
(1 −R)
f(Y ;G, θ)

∫
(−∞,t]

f(Y |z, θ)dG(z) : t ∈ Rd, θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ Gd

}
,

where ε ∈ Q+ and Gd denotes the collection of finitely discrete probability measures on Z.

Proof. The first GC property follows from the classical Glivenko-Cantelli theorem and the GC preservation

theorem (van der Vaart and Wellner, 2000, theorem 3). The second follows from the compactness, continuity

and integrability assumptions and Lemma 3.3 below. Lemma 2.2 says that G (hence Θ×G) is compact and

that the map (θ,G) �→ f(y;G, θ) is continuous for every y. This, together with Lemma 3.3, proves the GC

property of the third display. By (C4) and the dominated convergence theorem, D0 is continuous (in all

three arguments together). Thus Lemma 3.3 applies to the fourth display as well. The last two require a

different approach. The class {f(·|z, θ) : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ} is VC, has an integrable envelope and can be shown

to be pointwise seperable, hence GC. Its convex hull (also GC) contains {f(·;G, θ) : θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ Gd}; so the

latter too is GC. The GC property of the fifth display now follows from the GC preservation theorem and

the integrability condition (C4). For the last display, it suffices to note that it is contained in the convex

hull of the fifth GC class.

Lemma 3.3. Let T be a compact semi-metric space and F = {ft : t ∈ T } a class of measurable functions

with an integrable envelope. Suppose that for P-almost every x, the map t �→ ft(x) is continuous. Then F
is P-GC.

Proof. For each t ∈ T , ∥∥∥∥∥ sup
d(t′,t)<δ

ft′ − inf
d(t′,t)<δ

ft′

∥∥∥∥∥
P,1

→ 0, δ → 0,

by the dominated convergence theorem. Fix ε > 0. Then the above norm can be made < ε for some δt > 0

for every t. Now write T =
⋃

t∈T B(t, δt), where B(t, δ), δ > 0, denotes the open ball in T with center t and

radius δ. Since T is compact, this can be rewritten as a finite union: T =
⋃J

j=1B(tj , δtj ) for some J ∈ N

and t1, . . . , tJ ∈ T . It follows that F is covered by finitely many L1(P )-brackets of size < ε:[
inf

t∈B(tj ,δtj
)
ft, sup

t∈B(tj ,δtj
)

ft

]
, j = 1, . . . , J.
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Lemma 3.4. Let (B1)–(B4) be satisfied and let G be equipped with the weak topology. If (θm, Gm) → (θ,G)

and t is a continuity point of G, then∫
(−∞,t]

f(y|z, θm)dGm(z) →
∫

(−∞,t]

f(y|z, θ)dG(z), y ∈ Y. (3.22)

Proof. Fix y ∈ Y. Define the probability measures Ḡm and Ḡ by

dḠm

dGm
(z) =

f(y|z; θm)
f(y;Gm, θm)

and
dḠ

dG
(z) =

f(y|z; θ)
f(y;G, θ)

.

Let h : Z → R be bounded and continuous and write

Ḡmh =
∫
h(z)f(y|z; θm)dGm(z)

f(y;Gm, θm)
.

By Lemma 2.2, the denominator tends to f(y;G, θ) as m → ∞. Noting that {h(·)f(y|·; θ) : θ ∈ Θ} is

equicontinuous, the same technique applies to the numerator and yields

Ḡmh→
∫
h(z)f(y|z; θ)dG(z)

f(y;G, θ)
= Ḡh.

This is true for every h, whence Ḡm → Ḡ. Each continuity point t of G is also a continuity point of Ḡ.

Therefore,

LHS of (3.22) = Ḡm(−∞, t]f(y;Gm, θm) → Ḡ(−∞, t]f(y;G, θ) = RHS of (3.22).

Now let us consider other topologies on G. Let H be a class of real-valued measurable functions on Z
that are uniformly bounded. Each G ∈ G defines an element of �∞(H) by h ∈ H �→ ∫

hdG. Thus G can be

viewed as a subset of �∞(H) with

‖G‖H := sup
h∈H

∣∣∣∣
∫
hdG

∣∣∣∣ , G ∈ G.

One example of H is C1
1 (Z), the collection of real-valued functions on Z that are uniformly bounded by 1

and are Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant at most 1. It is well known that, with H = C1
1 (Z), ‖ ·‖H generates

the weak topology on G; cf. Theorem 1.12.4 of VW. As a second example, if H =
{
1(−∞, t] : t ∈ Rd

}
, then

‖G‖H = 1 for every G ∈ G and convergence for ‖ · ‖H corresponds to uniform convergence of distribution

functions. In what follows we even write ‖ · ‖H for an H that is not uniformly bounded, provided the norm

is well defined for the (signed) measures of interest.

The Dn and D0 notations defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1 will continue to be used. Assume that

(C5′) inf
z∈Z

D0(z, θ0, G0) > 0.

This is a stronger version of (C5), and enables us to strengthen the consistency of Ĝn.

Theorem 3.5. Let (C0)–(C4) and (C5′) hold and let H be an L1(G0)-bounded GC class. Then, almost

surely, θ̂n → θ0 and ‖Ĝn −G0‖H → 0.
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Proof. Given the conclusions of Theorem 3.1, we only need to consider Ĝn. For each h ∈ H, write

(Ĝn −G0)h = Pn
Rh(Z)

Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn)
− P0

Rh(Z)
E0(R|Z)

= Pn
Rh(Z){D0(Z, θ0, G0) −Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn)}

Dn(Z, θ̂n, Ĝn)D0(Z, θ0, G0)
+ (Pn − P0)

Rh(Z)
D0(Z, θ0, G0)

.

The L1(G0)-boundedness of H implies the existence of an integrable envelope H ; cf. VW (p. 125). It follows

that

‖Ĝn −G0‖H ≤ PnH sup
z∈Z

∣∣∣∣∣D0(z, θ0, G0) −Dn(z, θ̂n, Ĝn)

Dn(z, θ̂n, Ĝn)D0(z, θ0, G0)

∣∣∣∣∣+
∥∥∥∥(Pn − P0)

Rh(Z)
D0(Z, θ0, G0)

∥∥∥∥
H
.

By the law of large numbers, PnH = O(1) almost surely. (3.19) and (C5′) together imply that the supremum

on the right tends to 0 almost surely. By the GC preservation theorem, the class

{Rh(Z)/D0(Z, θ0, G0) : h ∈ H}

is GC. Hence the last term on the right tends to 0 almost surely.

We are now ready to establish the asymptotic equivalence of (θ̂n, Ĝn) and (θ̃n, G̃n). For each n, let Ẽn

denote the collection of global MLEs, that is,

Ẽn = {(θ,G) ∈ Θ × G : Ln(θ,G) = max
θ′,G′

Ln(θ′, G′)}.

Define Ên analogously.

Theorem 3.6. Let (C0)–(C4) and (C5′) be satisfied. Then, almost surely, Ên = Ẽn for large n. In partic-

ular, θ̃n → θ0 and ‖G̃n − G0‖H → 0 almost surely for every sequence (θ̃n, G̃n) of global MLEs and every

L1(G0)-bounded GC class H.

Proof. Fix an ω in the probability space as in Theorem 3.1. We show that, at this ω, Ên = Ẽn for large n.

In fact, it suffices to show that Ẽn ⊂ Ên for large n. By contradiction, assume there is a sequence (θ̃n, G̃n) of

global MLEs such that (θ̃n, G̃n) /∈ Ên for infinitely many n. For each n, let G̃∗
n be a discrete modification of

G̃n given by Lemma 2.4. G̃∗
n does not admit a representation of the form (3.1). Nevertheless the arguments

in the proof of Theorem 3.1 remain valid with (θ̂n, Ĝn) replaced by (θ̃n, G̃
∗
n). A key step in verifying this

is the first equality in (3.12). For the latter, it suffices to note that every z such that Dn(z, θ̃n, G̃
∗
n) �= 0

satisfies (2.6) with (θ̂, Ĝ) replaced by (θ̃n, G̃
∗
n). As in Theorem 3.1, we conclude that θ̃n → θ0 and G̃∗

n → G0

weakly. As argued in that same proof, Dn(z, θ̃n, G̃
∗
n) → D0(z, θ0, G0) uniformly in z. It then follows from

C5′ that Dn(z, θ̃n, G̃
∗
n) �= 0 for any z ∈ Z for large n. In that case (2.6) implies that G̃∗

n has no discrete

components other than the observed values of Z. As a discrete measure, G̃∗
n must then be concentrated on

the obcerved values of Z. By (2.4), the same can be said about G̃n. The global MLE (θ̃n, G̃n) then qualifies

as a restricted MLE. This is true for all large n, which contradicts the hypothesis about (θ̃n, G̃n).
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The assumptions we made on the selection mechanism are simple and reasonably weak; (A2), (A3) and

(C5′) are weaker than conditions (2a) and (2b) of Robins, Hsieh and Newey (1995). Their plausibility

depends on the application at hand. The verification of the assumptions on the regression model, especially

(C1) and (C3), is facilitated if the conditional distribution of Y given Z belongs to an exponential family.

Suppose we can write f(y|z; θ) = exp{∑J
j=1 Cj(z, θ)Tj(y)}. Then the class {log f(·|z, θ) : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ}

is finite-dimensional and VC by Lemma 2.6.15 of VW. This VC property is preserved under a monotone

transformation (Lemma 2.6.18 (viii) of VW). Thus (C1) is verified. If, for each j, Cj is continuous and Tj(Y )

has finite mean, then (C3) follows from (B1) and (B2). Condition (C4) appears more difficult to verify. If Y
is finite, such as in logistic regression, then (C4) follows from (B1)–(B4). It can also be shown that, under

(B1) and (B2), (C4) holds for the normal linear model and any Poisson regression model where the natural

parameter is expressible as a continuous function of the systematic component (see Chapter 6). In general,

however, the validity of (C4) may depend on the selection mechanism and even the true values of regression

parameters. It would be desirable to relax or remove this condition with a more sophisticated argument.
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4.0 ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY VIA LINEARIZATION

In this section we show that (θ̂n, Ĝn) is asymptotically normal and that θ̂n achieves the semiparametric

information bound. (In view of Theorem 3.6, the same can then be said about (θ̃n, G̃n).) These results are

deduced from Theorem 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.5 (also known as the Z-theorem) of van der Vaart and Wellner

(1996) (VW). The latter essentially follows from a linearization argument applied to a well-behaved system

of likelihood equations and can be seen as an extension to infinite-dimensional parameters of similar results

for finite-dimensional parameters. We will derive a representation of the efficient score for estimating θ0,

construct a system of likelihood equations, and then apply the Z-theorem. Unfortunately, it seems difficult

to characterize the hypotheses of the Z-theorem in terms of simple conditions on the regression model

while maintaining a sufficient degree of generality. As a consequence, our main results will involve abstract

conditions. We do, however, suggest some techniques for verifying these conditions and give illustrative

examples in Chapter 6.

4.1 INFORMATION CALCULATION

We shall start with a calculation of the information bound for estimating θ, which is a criterion for determin-

ing the efficiency of an estimator. A systematic exposition of the semiparametric efficiency theory is given

in, for example, the monograph of Bickel, Klaassen, Ritov and Wellner (1993). For the problem considered

here, Robins, Hsieh and Newey (1995) (RHN) have derived a representation of the efficient score for θ as a

functional of the unique solution to an integral equation, and Braslow, McNeney and Wellner (2003) have

noted a minor correction to their formula. Here we derive an alternative representation of the efficient score

for θ which is convenient to use in our arguments.

Let us assume that

(D1) θ0 is an interior point of Θ;

(D2) There is a neighborhood of θ0 where f(y|z; ·) is twice differentiable for every (y, z) with derivatives

ḟ(y|z; ·) and f̈(y|z; ·).
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With (Z, Y ) completely observed, the score for θ at θ0 is �̇ZY
θ0

, where

�̇ZY
θ (z, y) :=

∂

∂θ
log f(y|z; θ) =

ḟ

f
(y|z; θ),

for θ in the aforementioned neighborhood of θ0. (In this context, the �̇θ notation defined in Chapter 1 may

create confusion and therefore is abandoned.) On the other hand, if Z is unobserved but G = G0 is known,

then the score for θ at θ0 is �̇Yθ0,G0
, where

�̇Yθ,G(y) :=
∂

∂θ
log f(y;G, θ) =

∫
�̇ZY
θ (z, y)f(y|z; θ)dG(z)

f(y;G, θ)
.

�̇Yθ0,G0
is well defined under the following assumption:

(D3) �̇ZY
θ0

consists of linearly independent vectors in L2(P0).

In that case, �̇Yθ0,G0
is the componentwise projection of �̇ZY

θ0
into L2(PY

0 ), where PY
0 denotes the true distri-

bution of Y . In general, R is random and the observed variables can be written as (R,RZ, Y ). If G = G0 is

known, then the score for θ at θ0 can be found, by differentiating the log-density, to be �̇θ0,G0 , where

�̇θ,G(z, y, r) := r�̇ZY
θ (z, y) + (1 − r)�̇Yθ,G(y),

provided the right side exists.

More generally, let PY
θ,G denote the distribution of Y under (θ,G); similarly for PZY

θ,G , etc. Define the

conditional expectation operators ΠY
θ,G : L2(Pθ,G) → L2(PY

θ,G) by

ΠY
θ,Gh(y) = Eθ,G{h(Z, Y,R)|Y = y}

=

∫
Z{π0(y)h(z, y, 1) + (1 − π0(y))h(z, y, 0)}f(y|z; θ)dG(z)

f(y;G, θ)
,

(4.1)

and ΠZ
θ : L2(Pθ,G) → L2(G) by

ΠZ
θ h(z) = Eθ{h(Z, Y,R)|Z = z}

=
∫
Y
{π0(y)h(z, y, 1) + (1 − π0(y))h(z, y, 0)}f(y|z; θ)dµ(y).

(4.2)

Let Aθ,G : L2(Pθ,G) → L2(Pθ,G) be defined by

Aθ,Gh(z, y, r) = rh(z, y, r) + (1 − r)ΠY
θ,Gh(y).

It is easy to see that ΠY
θ,G, ΠZ

θ and Aθ,G as Hilbert space operators are linear and continuous. Here and

in the sequel, we use the subscript 0 to denote either θ0 or (θ0, G0), depending on the context. Thus, for

example,

�̇Y0 = ΠY
0 �̇

ZY
0 and �̇0 = A0�̇

ZY
0 .

The efficient score function for θ at θ0 is given by �̇0 minus its projection into the tangent space Γ for

(G, π) at (G0, π0). Recall that Γ is defined as the closed linear span of the set of scores at (G0, π0) in all
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regular one-dimensional submodels passing through (G0, π0) with θ fixed at θ0. For reasons that will become

clear later, it suffices to consider regular one-dimensional submodels passing through G0 with (θ, π) fixed at

(θ0, π0). Such a submodel can be constructed as in Chapter 2. Let h : Z → R be bounded and measurable.

For a (small) real number t, define Gt by

dGt/dG0 = 1 + t(h−G0h).

Note that when t = 0, Gt as defined above is just G0, so that no ambiguity arises. Clearly, with |t| sufficiently

small, Gt is a probability measure on Z. By differentiating the log-likelihood with respect to t and evaluating

the derivative at t = 0, the score at t = 0 is found to be B0h −G0h, where Bθ,G is the restriction of Aθ,G

to L2(G). For a general h ∈ L2(G0), there is a sequence (hm) of bounded measurable functions such that

hm → h in L2(G0). It follows that G0hm → G0h and, by the continuity of B0, also that B0hm → B0h in

L2(P0). In view of the closedness of Γ, we now have

Γ ⊃ {B0h−G0h : h ∈ L2(G0)} = B0L
0
2(G0) = R(B0) ∩ L0

2(P0), (4.3)

where R(·) denotes the range of an operator, L0
2(G0) := {h ∈ L2(G0) : G0h = 0}, and similarly for L0

2(P0).

Let A∗
0 and B∗

0 denote the respective Hilbert adjoint operators of A0 and B0. Then A∗
0 : L2(P0) → L2(P0)

is given by

A∗
0h(z, y, r) = rh(z, y, r) + E0{(1 −R)h(Z, Y,R)|Y = y}

= rh(z, y, r) +
∫
(1 − π(y))h(t, y, 0)f(y|t; θ0)dG0(t)

f(y;G0, θ0)
,

(4.4)

and B∗
0 = ΠZ

0 A
∗
0. It is easily verified that B∗

0 = ΠZ
0 A0 = ΠZ

0 A0A0 = B∗
0A0 on L2(PZY

0 ) and, in particular,

B∗
0 = B∗

0B0 on L2(PZ
0 ). A closer look at these operators actually yields more.

Lemma 4.1. Let (A2) and (A3) hold. Then

(a) A0 restricted to L2(PZY
0 ) is one-to-one;

(b) B∗
0B0 is coutinously invertible;

(c) R(B0) is closed in L2(P0).

Proof. Let A0h = 0 with h ∈ L2(PZY
0 ). In random variable notation, this means A0h(Z, Y,R) = 0 almost

surely. It follows that

0 = RA0h(Z, Y,R) = Rh(Z, Y ) almost surely,

hence

0 = E0{Rh(Z, Y )|Z, Y } = π0(Y )h(Z, Y ) almost surely.

By assumption, this further implies that h(Z, Y ) = 0 almost surely, i.e., h = 0 in L2(PZY
0 ). Thus (a)

is established; in particular, B0 is one-to-one. It follows that the self-adjoint operator B∗
0B0 is positive-

definite. Therefore its spectrum is contained in (0,∞), which does not include 0. This proves (b). In
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particular, R(B∗
0 ) = L2(G0), which is closed. By Theorem 4.14 of Rudin (1973, p. 96), this implies that

R(B0) is closed in L2(P0).

Lemma 4.1 says that the projection of �̇0 into R(B0) exists; by a standard result in functional analysis,

it is given by B0(B∗
0B0)−1B∗

0 �̇0. This can also be written as B0(B∗
0B0)−1B∗

0A0�̇
ZY
0 = B0(B∗

0B0)−1B∗
0 �̇

ZY
0

by a previous remark. It is verified that B0, B∗
0 and hence B∗

0B0 and (B∗
0B0)−1 are all mean-preserving,

i.e., P0B0h = P0h. Therefore B0(B∗
0B0)−1B∗

0 �̇0 is in L0
2(P0) and is also the projection of �̇0 into the right

side of (4.3) (an intersection of two closed subspaces). Denote

�̇e = �̇0 −B0(B∗
0B0)−1B∗

0 �̇0.

It is not yet clear that �̇e is the efficient score for θ. The right side of (4.3) is in general smaller than Γ,

and Ie := P0(�̇e�̇Te ) is larger than the efficient Fisher information in the sense of nonnegative definiteness.

However, RHN have demonstrated the existence of a regular estimator of θ with asymptotic variance I−1
e .

Then �̇e must be the efficient score and Ie the efficient information.

This projection is taken as the starting point in the information calculation of RHN, which focuses on

the characterization of �̇e in terms of an integral equation. The discussion here clarifies some technical

issues and yields a different representation of �̇e as well as intermediate results which will be useful in later

developments.

4.2 LIKELIHOOD EQUATIONS

Assume that

(D0) (C0)–(C6) hold.

The strong consistency proved in Chapter 3 and the definition of (θ̂n, Ĝn) together imply that

0 =
∂

∂θ

1
n

logLn(θ, Ĝn)
∣∣∣∣
θ=θ̂n

= Pn�̇θ̂n,Ĝn
(4.5)

for large n, almost surely. (The left side is well defined because Ĝn is finitely discrete.) Let H be a uniformly

bounded GC class of real-valued measurable functions on Z. Specific choices of H will be made later on in

this chapter. Recall from Chapter 2 that (θ̂n, Ĝn) satisfies

Ĝnh = PnBθ̂n,Ĝn
h, h ∈ H, (4.6)

where the operator notation is defined in the last subsection.

We are now ready to define a system of likelihood equations. Let �∞(H) denote the collection of bounded

real-valued functions on H; this is a Banach space under the uniform norm:

‖T ‖H = sup
h∈H

|Th|, T ∈ �∞(H).
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The product space Rq × �∞(H) is a Banach space too, under the product norm:

‖(a, T )‖ = |a| ∨ ‖T ‖H, a ∈ Rq, T ∈ �∞(H),

where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm. Let the random maps Ψn : Θ × G → Rq × �∞(H) be defined by

Ψn(θ,G) = (Ψn1(θ,G),Ψn2(θ,G)), where

Ψn1(θ,G) = Pn�̇θ,G and Ψn2(θ,G)h = PnBθ,Gh−Gh.

The first equation above is a valid definition only if �̇θ,G exists almost surely under Pn. When the latter

fails, the definition of Ψn1(θ,G) is arbitrary. Note also that Bθ,G preserves boundedness, so that Ψn2(θ,G)

is indeed in �∞(H). As remarked in Chapter 3, each G ∈ G can be identified with an element of �∞(H).

Before embedding the domain of Ψn into Rq × �∞(H), however, there is a technical issue to address: we

would like to know that Ψn(θ,G1) = Ψn(θ,G2) whenever ‖G1 − G2‖H = 0, so that Ψn is well defined on

the new domain. This can be ascertained by requiring that the linear span of H contain a vector lattice of

bounded continuous functions on Z which contains constant functions and separates points in Z. In that

case ‖G1 − G2‖H = 0 implies that G1 = G2 (VW, lemma 1.3.12). Now the Ψn can be regarded as maps

from Rq × �∞(H) into itself whose domain is the product of Θ with the set of probability measures in �∞(H)

under the given identification. It follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that Ψn(θ̂n, Ĝn) = 0 for large n, almost surely.

Let us assume that

(D4) For some τ > 0, �̇θ,G is P0-almost surely well defined whenever ‖(θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ < τ and

P ∗
0 sup

{∣∣�̇θ,G

∣∣2 : ‖(θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ < τ
}
<∞,

where the superscript * denotes outer integral.

This justifies the definition of the population version of Ψn by Ψ = (Ψ1,Ψ2), where

Ψ1(θ,G) = P0�̇θ,G and Ψ2(θ,G)h = P0Bθ,Gh−Gh. (4.7)

(Again, the exact definition of Ψ outside a neighborhood of (θ0, G0) is irrelevant for our purpose.) It can be

shown by simple algebra that Ψ(θ0, G0) = 0.

Under the Z-theorem, Ψ is required to be Fréchet-differentiable at (θ0, G0), with derivative Ψ̇ defined on

the linear span of Θ×G − (θ0, G0). Heuristically, this can be derived as follows. First, for (θ,G) ≈ (θ0, G0),

Ψ1(θ,G) − Ψ1(θ0, G0) = P0(�̇θ,G − �̇0)

= P0(�̇θ,G − �̇θ0,G) + P0(�̇θ0,G − �̇0)

≈ P0�̈0(Z, Y,R)(θ − θ0)

+
∫∫

(1 − π0(y))(�̇ZY
0 (z, y)− �̇Y0 (y))f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y)d(G −G0)(z),

(4.8)
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where

�̈θ,G(z, y, r) :=
∂

∂θT
�̇θ,G(z, y, r) = r�̈ZY

θ (z, y) + (1 − r)�̈Yθ,G(y)

�̈ZY
θ (z, y) :=

∂

∂θT
�̇ZY
θ (z, y) =

∂2

∂θ∂θT
log f(y|z; θ),

�̈Yθ,G(y) :=
∂

∂θT
�̇Yθ,G(y) =

∂2

∂θ∂θT
log f(y;G, θ).

Under regularity conditions, the first term on the right side of (4.8) is equal to −I0(θ − θ0), where I0 :=

P0(�̇0�̇T0 ) is the Fisher information for θ when G is known to be G0. In operator notation, the second term

can be rewritten as −(G − G0)B∗
0 �̇

ZY
0 . The derivative of the second component of Ψ can be obtained in a

similar fashion. Uniformly over h ∈ H,

Ψ2(θ,G)h − Ψ2(θ0, G0)h = (P0 − Pθ,G)Bθ,Gh

= (P0 − Pθ,G0)Bθ,Gh+ (Pθ,G0 − Pθ,G)Bθ,Gh

≈ −(P0B0h�̇
T
0 )(θ − θ0) − (G−G0)B∗

0B0h.

The foregoing discussion suggests that Ψ̇ is given by the map⎛
⎝ θ − θ0

G−G0

⎞
⎠ �→

⎛
⎝Ψ̇11 Ψ̇12

Ψ̇21 Ψ̇22

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ θ − θ0

G−G0

⎞
⎠ , (4.9)

where

Ψ̇11(θ − θ0) = −I0(θ − θ0), (4.10)

Ψ̇12(G−G0) = −(G−G0)B∗
0 �̇0, (4.11)

Ψ̇21(θ − θ0)h = −(P0B0h�̇
T
0 )(θ − θ0), (4.12)

Ψ̇22(G−G0)h = −(G−G0)B∗
0B0h. (4.13)

This derivation can be made rigorous by imposing regularity conditions. An intermediate set of sufficient

conditions for (4.9) is given below.

(D5) As (θ,G) → (θ0, G0),

P0�̈
ZY
0 + var(�̇ZY

0 ) = 0; (4.14)

P0

∣∣∣�̇ZY
θ − �̇ZY

0 − �̈ZY
0 (θ − θ0)

∣∣∣ = o(|θ − θ0|); (4.15)

P0

∣∣∣�̇Yθ,G − �̇Yθ0,G − �̈Y0 (θ − θ0)
∣∣∣ = o(|θ − θ0|); (4.16)∫∫

(1 − π0(y))(�̇Yθ0,G − �̇Y0 )(y)f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y)d(G −G0)(z) = o(‖G−G0‖H); (4.17)∫∫ ∣∣∣f(y|z; θ) − f(y|z; θ0) − ḟ(y|z; θ0)(θ − θ0)
∣∣∣ dµ(y)dG0(z) = o(|θ − θ0|); (4.18)

sup
h∈H

P0(Bθ,G0h−B0h)2 = o(1); (4.19)

sup
h∈H

∣∣(G−G0)(B∗
θ,GBθ,G −B∗

0B0)h
∣∣ = o(‖G−G0‖H). (4.20)
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Specifically, (4.14) says that

P0
f̈(Y |Z; θ0)
f(Y |Z; θ0)

= 0. (4.21)

Observe that

�̈0(z, y, r) + �̇0(z, y, r)�̇0(z, y, r)T = r
f̈ (y|z; θ0)
f(y|z; θ0) + (1 − r)

∫
f̈(y|t; θ0)dG0(t)∫
f(y|t; θ0)dG0(t)

.

This has mean 0, by (4.21) and a conditioning argument. Hence P0�̈0 = −I0. This, (4.15), and (4.16)

together justify the approximation of P0(�̇θ,G − �̇θ0,G) by (4.10). That (4.11) approximates P0(�̇θ0,G − �̇0)

follows from (4.17) and the following identities:

P0(�̇θ0,G − �̇0) =
∫∫

(1 − π0(y))(�̇Yθ0,G − �̇Y0 )(y)f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y)dG0(z), (4.22)

0 =
∫∫

(1 − π0(y))(�̇ZY
0 (z, y) − �̇Yθ0,G(y))f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y)dG(z), (4.23)

0 =
∫∫

(1 − π0(y))(�̇ZY
0 (z, y) − �̇Y0 (y))f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y)dG0(z). (4.24)

Subtract (4.24) from the sum of (4.22), (4.17) (reversed) and (4.23) to obtain

P0(�̇θ0,G − �̇0) = (4.11) + o(‖G−G0‖H).

In order to explain (4.12) we write

(Pθ,G0 − P0)Bθ,Gh = (P0Bθ,Gh�̇
ZY
0 )T (θ − θ0) + o(|θ − θ0|)

= (P0B0h�̇
ZY
0 )T (θ − θ0) + o(|θ − θ0|)

= (P0B0h�̇
T
0 )(θ − θ0) + o(|θ − θ0|),

where the first step follows from (4.18), the second from (D3), (4.19) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,

and the last from a remark in Section 4.1. All remainders in the above display are negligible uniformly in h;

thus (4.12) is a valid approximation of (P0 − Pθ,G0)Bθ,Gh. Lastly, note that

(Pθ,G − Pθ,G0)Bθ,Gh = Gh−G0ΠZ
θ Bθ,Gh

= (G−G0)B∗
θ,GBθ,Gh

= (G−G0)B∗
0B0h+ o(‖G−G0‖H),

where the last step follows from (4.20) and is uniform in h.

Condition (D5) can in turn be deduced from simpler conditions on the regression model (usually smooth-

ness and integrability properties). The arguments involved typically depend on the choice of H. Some

common techniques are illustrated by the examples in Chapter 6.

4.3 MAIN RESULTS

We are finally ready to formulate a set of sufficient conditions for the joint asymptotic normality of (θ̂n, Ĝn).

The following result is essentially a translation of Theorem 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.5 of VW into the present
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context. Let us assume that

(D6) H and
{
�̇θ,G,ΠY

θ,Gh : ‖(θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ < τ, h ∈ H} are Donsker;

(D7)
∣∣�̇θ,G − �̇0

∣∣ ∨ ∥∥ΠY
θ,G − ΠY

0

∥∥
H → 0 almost surely as ‖(θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ → 0;

(D8) Ψ̇ given by (4.9) is continuously invertible.

Write Gn =
√
n(Pn − P0).

Theorem 4.2. Let (D0)–(D8) hold for a suitable class H of uniformly bounded functions on Z. Then

√
nΨ̇

⎛
⎝ θ̂n − θ0

Ĝn −G0

⎞
⎠ = −Gn

⎛
⎝ �̇0

B0h−G0h : h ∈ H

⎞
⎠+ o∗p(1). (4.25)

In particular,
√
n(θ̂n−θ0, Ĝn −G0) converges weakly to Ψ̇−1Q in Rq × �∞(H), where Q = (Q1, Q2) is a tight

Gaussian process in Rq × �∞(H) with mean 0 and covariances given by

varQ1 = I0,

cov(Q1, Q2h) = P0(�̇0B0h),

cov(Q2h1, Q2h2) = G0{B0h1(B0h2 −G0h2)}.
Conditions (D1)–(D3) are standard assumptions in the asymptotic theory of maximum likelihood esti-

mation without missing data (see van der Vaart, 1998, chap. 5). The other conditions may appear more

complicated. In particular, it seems difficult to give a general characterization of the Donsker property (D6)

in terms of simple and easy-to-verify conditions. In fact, different regression models may require different

techniques. Chapter 6 contains examples that illustrate the techniques for verifying these conditions. Here

we focus on the characterization of (D8), which will lead to an explicit formula for Ψ̇−1 and a better under-

standing of the limit distribution of
√
n(θ̂n − θ0, Ĝn −G0). The arguments of VW (example 3.3.10) and van

der Vaart (1994a) play a central role in the following discussion.

It is apparent from the block form (4.9) of Ψ̇ that (D8) would follow from the continuous invertibility of

both Ψ̇11 and V̇ := Ψ̇22 − Ψ̇21Ψ̇−1
11 Ψ̇12. Recall that I0 = P0{A0�̇

ZY
0 (A0�̇

ZY
0 )T }. Lemma 4.1 and assumption

(D3) together then imply that I0 is positive definite, hence invertible. The second operator has the form

V̇ (G−G0)h = (G−G0){(P0B0h�̇
T
0 )I−1

0 B∗
0 �̇0 −B∗

0B0h}, h ∈ H, G ∈ G.

V̇ is continuously invertible if and only if there exists c > 0 such that

‖V̇ (G1 −G2)‖H ≥ c‖G1 −G2‖H, G1, G2 ∈ G.

The latter certainly would follow from the existence of c > 0 such that

{(P0B0h�̇
T
0 )I−1

0 B∗
0 �̇0 −B∗

0B0h : h ∈ H} ⊃ cH. (4.26)

Now it seems natural to take H to be the unit ball of a Banach space (B, ‖ · ‖) contained in �∞(Z) with

‖ · ‖ ≥ ‖ · ‖∞. Then (4.26) will hold if the operator C defined by

Ch = (P0B0h�̇
T
0 )I−1

0 B∗
0 �̇0 −B∗

0B0h
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maps B into itself and is continuously invertible. Note, however, that objects like B∗
0 �̇0 or B∗

0B0h are

originally defined as vectors in L2(G0) and therefore represent equivalence classes of functions. Instead of

redefining these operators, we shall simply take the “natural” versions given by the far right sides of (4.1),

(4.2) and (4.4). Thus it is understood that

B∗
0 �̇0(z) = B∗

0 �̇
ZY
0 (z) =

∫
Y

{
π0(y)�̇ZY

0 (z, y) + (1 − π0(y))

∫
Z �̇

ZY
0 (t, y)f(y|t; θ0)dG0(t)

f(y;G0, θ0)

}
f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y).

Similarly, for h ∈ �∞(Z),

B∗
0B0h(z) = B∗

0h(z) =
∫
Y

{
π0(y)h(z) + (1 − π0(y))

∫
Z h(t)f(y|t; θ0)dG0(t)

f(y;G0, θ0)

}
f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y). (4.27)

This slight abuse of notation is nevertheless very convenient. We will indicate which spaces are being

considered whenever the context does not implicitly do so.

Suppose now that

(D8′a) All components of B∗
0 �̇0 are in B;

(D8′b) B∗
0B0 : B → B is continuously invertible.

Then C : B → B is linear and continuous. (This makes use of the assumption that B has a norm stronger

than the uniform norm.) Furthermore, the first component of C has finite rank and therefore is compact. It

then follows from a standard result in functional analysis that C is Fredolm. In particular, it is continuously

invertible if and only if it is one-to-one. The latter indeed holds under a stronger version of (D3):

(D3′) No nontrivial linear combination of the components of �̇ZY
0 (z, y) depends on (z, y) only through z;

in other words, the components of �̇ZY
0 , considered as vectors in the quotient space L2(PZY

0 ) /L2(G0) , are

linearly independent. Condition (D3′) is intimately related to the positivity of the efficient information Ie.

Lemma 4.3. (a) If Ie is positive definite, then (D3′) holds. (b) Conversely, (A2), (A3) and (D3′) together

imply the positive definiteness of Ie. (c) Under (A2), (A3), (D3′) and (D8′b), C : B → B is one-to-one.

Proof. (a) Let Ie be positive definite and let a ∈ Rq be such that aT �̇ZY
0 ∈ L2(G0). Then aT �̇0 =

A0(aT �̇ZY
0 ) = B0(aT �̇ZY

0 ), whence aT �̇e = 0 almost surely, whence aT Iea = 0. The positivity of Ie now

implies a = 0.

(b) Assume (A2), (A3) and (D3′) and let aT Iea = 0. Then, almost surely, 0 = aT �̇e = A0{aT �̇ZY
0 −

(B∗
0B0)−1B∗

0 (aT �̇ZY
0 )}. By Lemma 4.1, A0 is one-to-one on L2(PZY

0 ), so that aT �̇ZY
0 ∈ L2(G0). By (D3′),

this implies a = 0.

(c) Let h ∈ B be such that Ch = 0 in B (i.e., pointwise). Simple algebraic manipulation then yields

(P0B0h�̇
T
0 )
[
I−1
0 P0

{
B0(B∗

0B0)−1B∗
0 �̇0�̇

T
0

}
− I
]

= 0,

where I is the identity matrix. This can be written in a simpler form:

IeI
−1
0 P0(B0h�̇0) = 0.
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It follows from the positivity (invertibility) of Ie that P0(B0h�̇0) = 0. Substituting this into the definition of

C gives that B∗
0B0h = 0 in B. The result now follows from assumption (D8′b).

It follows from this discussion that, under the newly introduced assumptions, V̇ and hence Ψ̇ are contin-

uously invertible, with

V̇ −1Th = TC−1h, h ∈ H, T ∈ R(V̇ ),

Ψ̇−1 =

⎛
⎝Ψ̇−1

11 (Ψ̇11 + Ψ̇12V̇
−1Ψ̇21)Ψ̇−1

11 −Ψ̇−1
11 Ψ̇12V̇

−1

−V̇ −1Ψ̇21Ψ̇−1
11 V̇ −1

⎞
⎠ . (4.28)

This allows us to derive the asymptotic distribution of
√
n(θ̂n − θ0, Ĝn −G0) explicitly.

Corollary 4.4. Let (D0)–(D2), (D3′), (D4)–(D7) and (D8′) be satisfied for a suitable Banach space B with

unit ball H. Then

√
n

⎛
⎝ θ̂n − θ0

Ĝn −G0

⎞
⎠ = Gn

⎛
⎝ I−1

e �̇e

B0C
−1h− (P0B0C

−1h�̇T0 )I−1
0 �̇0 : h ∈ H

⎞
⎠+ o∗p(1). (4.29)

In particular,
√
n(θ̂n − θ0) is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and variance I−1

e .

Proof. It follows from (4.25) and the continuous mapping theorem that

√
n

⎛
⎝ θ̂n − θ0

Ĝn −G0

⎞
⎠ = −Ψ̇−1Gn

⎛
⎝ �̇0

B0h−G0h : h ∈ H

⎞
⎠+ o∗p(1).

A term-by-term examination shows that Ψ̇−1 and Gn can be interchanged in the above display. A direct

application of (4.28) then gives (4.29), a key observation being that

C−1(B∗
0 �̇0) = I0I

−1
e (B∗

0B0)−1B∗
0 �̇0,

which is easily verified.

A convenient choice for B is a class of smooth functions on Z. To be precise, let α > 0 and let α denote

the largest integer strictly smaller than α. Let Cα(Z) be the class of continuous real-valued functions on Z
that are differentiable up to order α with bounded partial derivatives and whose α-th order partial derivatives

are Lipschitz of order α − α. A norm on Cα(Z) can be defined as follows. For a vector k = (k1, . . . , kd) of

nonnegative integers, define the differential operator

Dk =
∂k.

∂zk1
1 . . . ∂zkd

d

,

where k. :=
∑d

j=1 kj . Then for h ∈ Cα(Z), let

‖h‖α = max
k.≤α

sup
z

∣∣Dkh(z)
∣∣ ∨ max

k.=α
sup
z,z′

∣∣Dkh(z) −Dkh(z′)
∣∣

|z − z′|α−α
,
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where the suprema are taken over all z, z′ in the interior of Z with z �= z′. For t > 0, let Cα
t (Z) = {h ∈

Cα(Z) : ‖h‖α ≤ t}. Thus if B = Cα(Z), then H = Cα
1 (Z). This is consistent with our previous definition of

C1
1 (Z).

As will be discussed later, the choice of α depends on d, the dimension of Z, among other things. For

example, it will be required that α > d/2. For α ∈ (0, 1], (D8′a) holds if there exist measurable functions M

and M ′ such that

sup
z �=z′

|f(y|z; θ0) − f(y|z′; θ0)|
|z − z′|α ≤M(y), (4.30)∫

(1 − π0(y))
∣∣∣�̇Y0 (y)

∣∣∣M(y)dµ(y) <∞, (4.31)

sup
z �=z′

∣∣∣ḟ(y|z; θ0) − ḟ(y|z′; θ0)
∣∣∣

|z − z′|α ≤M ′(y), (4.32)∫
π0(y)M ′(y)dµ(y) <∞. (4.33)

If α = 1, Z is convex and f(y|z; θ0) and ḟ(y|z; θ0) are continuously differentiable with respect to z, then it

seems natural to take

M(y) = sup
z

∣∣∣∣ ∂∂z f(y|z; θ0)
∣∣∣∣ , (4.34)

M ′(y) = sup
z

∣∣∣∣ ∂∂zT
ḟ(y|z; θ0)

∣∣∣∣ . (4.35)

The theory of Fredolm operators again proves useful for verifying (D8′b).

Lemma 4.5. Let (A3), (B1) and (B4) be satisfied.

(a) Suppose that (4.30) holds for some α ∈ (0, 1] and µ-integrable M . Then (D8′b) holds for B = Cβ(Z)

for every β < α.

(b) Suppose that (4.30) holds for α = 1 and some µ-integrable M . Furthermore, assume that Z is convex

and that for every y, f(y|z; θ0) is differentiable with respect to z, with

∫ ∣∣∣∣ ∂∂z f(y|z; θ0) − ∂

∂z
f(y|z′; θ0)

∣∣∣∣ dµ(y) ≤ K|z − z′|β , (4.36)∫ ∣∣∣∣ ∂∂z f(y|z; θ0)
∣∣∣∣ dµ(y) ≤ K, (4.37)

for all z,z′ in Z and fixed constants K and β > 0. Then (D8′b) holds for B = C1(Z).

Proof. Consider (a) first. In view of (4.27), the continuous invertibility of B∗
0B0 : Cβ(Z) → Cβ(Z) can be

deduced from the following claims:

(i) The map h ∈ Cβ(Z) �→ (ΠZ
0 π0)h =: πZ

0 h has range contained in Cβ(Z) and is continuously invertible;

(ii) The map h ∈ Cβ(Z) �→ ΠZ
0 {(1 − π0)ΠY

0 h} has range contained in Cβ(Z) and is compact;

(iii) B∗
0B0 : Cβ(Z) → Cβ(Z) is one-to-one.
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It follows from (4.30) and the µ-integrability of M that πZ
0 is Lipschitz of order α, hence of order β. By

compactness of Z (B1), πZ
0 is bounded, hence in Cβ(Z). For every h ∈ Cβ(Z), we have

∣∣πZ
0 (z1)h(z1) − πZ

0 (z2)h(z2)
∣∣ ≤ ∥∥πZ

0

∥∥
∞
∣∣h(z1) − h(z2)

∣∣+ ∥∥h∥∥∞∣∣πZ
0 (z1) − πZ

0 (z2)
∣∣

≤ 2
∥∥πZ

0

∥∥
β

∥∥h∥∥
β

∣∣z1 − z2
∣∣β , z1, z2 ∈ Z,

so that πZ
0 h ∈ Cβ(Z) . It is easy to see that h �→ πZ

0 h is linear, continuous and one-to-one. (A3) says that

π0 is positive PY
0 -almost everywhere on Y; by (B4), this actually holds µ-almost everywhere. It follows that

πZ
0 is positive everywhere on Z. Combined with the compactness of Z and the continuity of πZ

0 , this implies

that πZ
0 is bounded away from 0. It can then be shown that h �→ πZ

0 h is onto Cβ(Z). Now (i) follows from

the inverse mapping theorem. Next, h ∈ Cβ(Z) �→ (1 − π0)ΠY
0 h ∈ �∞(Y) is linear and continuous because

‖ · ‖∞ ≤ ‖ · ‖β. By Lemma 3.1 of van der Vaart (1994a), ΠZ
0 maps �∞(Y) into Cβ(Z) and is compact. Thus

(ii) follows. To see (iii), let h ∈ Cβ(Z) be such that B∗
0B0h = 0 in Cβ(Z) (i.e., pointwise). By Lemma

4.1, h = 0 G0-almost everywhere. It follows that ΠY
0 h = 0 PY

0 -almost everywhere and, by (B4), µ-almost

everywhere. This shows that the second component of B∗
0B0h is 0 pointwise, whence πZ

0 h = 0 pointwise.

By the strict positivity of πZ
0 , h = 0 pointwise (i.e., in Cβ(Z)).

(b) can be proved in a similar manner, except that the analogue of (ii) will be deduced from Lemma 5.1

of van der Vaart (1994a) instead.

These arguments can in principle be extended to larger α (> 1), by imposing smoothness conditions on

derivatives of higher orders (depending on α). However, it appears difficult to treat all α simultaneously

with one set of conditions in one proof.

When Z = [l, u] is a compact interval in the real line, another choice for B is the space of functions of

bounded variation. The total variation of a real-valued function h on Z is given by

‖h‖BV = sup
k∑

j=1

|h(tj) − h(tj−1)| ,

where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions l = t0 < t1 < · · · < tk = u of Z. Let BBV (Z) consist

of functions h with

‖h‖BBV := ‖h‖∞ ∨ ‖h‖BV <∞

and let BBV1(Z) denote its unit ball. It is clear that

‖ · ‖BBV ≤ max{u− l, 1}‖ · ‖1, (4.38)

where ‖ · ‖1 refers to the C1(Z) norm. It follows that (D8′a) is satisfied for B = BBV (Z) if (4.30)–(4.33)

hold for α = 1, with potential candidates for M and M ′ given by (4.34) and (4.35) respectively. (D8′b) can

be verified the same way as in Lemma 4.5.

Lemma 4.6. In the situation of Lemma 4.5(b) with d = 1, (D8′b) is satisfied for B = BBV (Z).
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Proof. We shall restrict attention to particularities of the BBV space, without duplicating the details already

explained in the proof of Lemma 4.5. πZ
0 is in C1(Z) and hence in BBV (Z). For h ∈ BBV (Z), we have

∣∣πZ
0 (z1)h(z1) − πZ

0 (z2)h(z2)
∣∣ ≤ ∥∥πZ

0

∥∥
∞
∣∣h(z1) − h(z2)

∣∣+ ∥∥h∥∥∞∣∣πZ
0 (z1) − πZ

0 (z2)
∣∣, z1, z2 ∈ Z,

hence

∥∥πZ
0 h
∥∥

BV
≤ ∥∥πZ

0

∥∥
∞
∥∥h∥∥

BV
+
∥∥h∥∥∞∥∥πZ

0

∥∥
BV

≤ 2
∥∥πZ

0

∥∥
BBV

∥∥h∥∥
BBV

.

It follows that the map h ∈ BBV (Z) �→ πZ
0 h has range contained in BBV (Z) and is linear and continuous.

Furthermore, it is one-to-one and onto because πZ
0 is bounded away from 0. By the inverse mapping

theorem, this map is continuously invertible. Lemma 5.1 of van der Vaart (1994a) implies that the map

h ∈ BBV (Z) ⊂ �∞(Z) �→ ΠZ
0 {(1 − π0)ΠY

0 h} has range contained in C1(Z) and is compact for the 1-norm.

By (4.38), it maps into BBV (Z) and is compact for the BBV norm as well. Lastly, B∗
0B0 is one-to-one.
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5.0 ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY VIA QUADRATIC EXPANSION

In this chapter we explore a different approach to proving the asymptotic normality of θ̂n (not Ĝn). The

main technical tool here is a quadratic expansion of the profile log-likelihood for θ near θ0, established by

Murphy and van der Vaart (2000) (MV) for a general semiparametric model. Aside from the asymptotic

normality of θ̂n, the results of this section yield a consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance of θ̂n and

justify the asymptotic chi-squared distribution of the profile likelihood ratio statistic, which can be used to

test hypotheses about and construct confidence sets for θ.

The key structural requirement of the theory of MV is a well-behaved least favorable submodel which

helps reduce the dimension of the problem. In what follows we propose a candidate submodel and show that

it satisfies the conditions imposed by MV. Interestingly, the key arguments involved here are similar to those

used in Chapter 4. So let us start by assuming that

(E0) Conditions (D0), (D1), (D2′), (D3′), (D4′), (D5), (D6), (D7′) and (D8′) hold for a suitable Banach

space B with unit ball H,

where (D2′), (D4′) and (D7′) are variants of their unprimed versions:

(D2′) (D2) holds with ḟ(y|·; ·) and f̈(y|·; ·) continuous for every y;

(D4′) P0 sup
{∣∣�̇ZY

θ (z, Y )
∣∣2 +

∣∣�̈ZY
θ (z, Y )

∣∣ : z ∈ Z, |θ − θ0| < τ
}
<∞ for some τ > 0;

(D7′) For P0-almost every y, sup
{∣∣(ΠY

θ,G − ΠY
0 )h(y)

∣∣ : h = �̇ZY
0 ,

(
�̇ZY
0

)⊗2
, �̇ZY

0 hT
0 , �̈

ZY
0 or ∈ H

}
→ 0 as

‖(θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ → 0, where a⊗2 := aaT and h0 will be defined immediately.

For G ∈ G and θ, t in a neighborhood of θ0, define Gt(θ,G) by

dGt(θ,G)/dG = 1 − (t− θ)ThG,

where hG := h0 −Gh0, and h0 := (B∗
0B0)−1B∗

0 �̇0 is the least favorable direction for θ at (θ0, G0). D8′ says

that all components of h0 are in B, hence bounded. It follows that Gt(θ,G) ∈ G for |t− θ| sufficiently small.

A parametric submodel can then be defined by t �→ (t, Gt(θ,G)) (for θ, t in a small neighborhood of θ0).

This submodel clearly passes through (θ,G) at t = θ:

Gθ(θ,G) = G, every (θ,G).
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Thus condition (8) of MV is satisfied. Under this submodel, the log-density of (R,RZ, Y ) with respect to

some dominating measure is given by

�t,θ,G(z, y, r) = log

[{
f(y|z; t)dGt(θ,G)

dG
(z)
}r{∫

f(y;u, t)dGt(θ,G)(u)
}1−r

]

= r log f(y|z; t) + r log{1 − (t− θ)ThG(z)}

+ (1 − r) log
∫
f(y|u; t){1− (t− θ)ThG(u)}dG(u).

(5.1)

This does not correspond exactly to the semiparametric likelihood (expression (2.1)) we use, as no point

mass appears in the above display. Adding the term r logG{z} to the right side would make an exact

correspondence with (2.1). However, the resulting function would be difficult, if not impossible, to work

with, precisely because of the point mass. A close look at the proof of MV’s Theorem 1 reveals that, in

connection with the profile likelihood, one may take (in their notation) l(t, θ, η) = log l(t, ηt(θ, η)) + j(θ, η)

for any function j indexed by (θ, η) only. In particular, �t,θ,G defined above is a legitimate choice, provided

it satisfies the regularity conditions given in their theorem.

Differentiating (5.1) with respect to t gives

�̇t,θ,G(z, y, r) = r�̇ZY
t (z, y) − rht,θ,G(z) + (1 − r)ΠY

t,Gt(θ,G)�̇
ZY
t (y) − (1 − r)ΠY

t,Gt(θ,G)ht,θ,G(y)

= At,Gt(θ,G)(�̇ZY
t − ht,θ,G)(z, y, r)

= �̇t,Gt(θ,G)(z, y, r) −Bt,Gt(θ,G)ht,θ,G(z, y, r)

(5.2)

and

�̈t,θ,G(z, y, r) = r�̈ZY
t (z, y) − rh⊗2

t,θ,G(z) + (1 − r)ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G){(f̈ /f)(·|·; t)}(y)

− (1 − r)ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G)(�̇

ZY
t hT

t,θ,G)(y) − (1 − r)(ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G)�̇

ZY
t )⊗2(y)

+ (1 − r)(ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G)�̇

ZY
t )(ΠY

t,Gt(θ,G)ht,θ,G)T (y) − (1 − r)ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G)(ht,θ,G

˙�ZY
t

T
)(y)

+ (1 − r)(ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G)ht,θ,G)(ΠY

t,Gt(θ,G)�̇
ZY
t )T (y) − (1 − r)(ΠY

t,Gt(θ,G)ht,θ,G)⊗2(y)

= At,Gt(θ,G)�̈
ZY
t (z, y, r) −Bt,Gt(θ,G)(h

⊗2
t,θ,G)(z, y, r)

+ (1 − r) var{�̇ZY
t (Z, Y ) − ht,θ,G(Z)|Y = y; t, Gt(θ,G)},

(5.3)

where ht,θ,G := hG/{1 − (t− θ)ThG}. It follows that

�̇θ0,θ0,G0 = �̇e, (5.4)

so that the submodel t �→ (t, Gt(θ0, G0)) is least favorable for estimating θ at (θ0, G0) and condition (9) of

MV is met.

The profile likelihood for θ is given by

PLn(θ) = sup
{
Ln(θ,G) : G ∈ G, G{Zi : Ri = 1} = 1

}
.
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Under our assumptions, the supremum above is in fact a maximum. Denote by Ĝn(θ) any maximizer in the

above display, so that PLn(θ) = Ln(θ, Ĝn(θ)). Then

θ̂n = arg max
θ∈Θ

PLn(θ),

Ĝn = Ĝn(θ̂n).

Condition (10) of MV requires that ‖Ĝn(θ̄n)−G0‖H → 0 in probability whenever θ̄n → θ0 in probability.

By arguing along subsequences, this will follow from the same statement with “in probability” replaced by

“almost surely”. So let

θ̄n → θ0 almost surely. (5.5)

That ‖Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0‖H → 0 almost surely follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 with the following modifi-

cations. First, choose an ω that satisfies (5.5) in addition to the conditions specified in that proof. Second,

replace the middle term in (3.6) by

1
n

log
Ln(θ̄n, Gn)

Ln(θ̄n, Ĝn(θ̄n))

and adjust other expressions accordingly. The same argument is then applicable, because (2.6) remains valid

with (θ̂, Ĝ) replaced by (θ̄n, Ĝn(θ̄n)).

Now let us consider MV’s (11), a nontrivial condition. Let θ̄n → θ0 in probability. We need to show that

P0�̇θ0,θ̄n,Ĝn(θ̄n) = op(|θ̄n − θ0| + n−1/2).

In light of the discussion on page 457 of MV, this is equivalent to

P0�̇θ0,θ0,Ĝn(θ̄n) = op(|θ̄n − θ0| + n−1/2). (5.6)

Write

P0�̇θ0,θ0,Ĝn(θ̄n) = P0(�̇θ0,Ĝn(θ̄n) −Bθ0,Ĝn(θ̄n)hĜn(θ̄n))

= P0(�̇θ0,Ĝn(θ̄n) −Bθ0,Ĝn(θ̄n)h0 + Ĝn(θ̄n)h0)

= Ψ1(θ0, Ĝn(θ̄n)) − Ψ2(θ0, Ĝn(θ̄n))h0

= ξΨ(θ0, Ĝn(θ̄n)),

(5.7)

where the first step follows from (5.2), the second from the definitions of hG and Bθ,G, the third from (4.7),

and ξ : Rq × �∞(H) → Rq is defined by ξ(a, T ) = a− Th0. By (D5), Ψ is Fréchet differentiable at (θ0, G0),

so that

Ψ(θ0, Ĝn(θ̄n)) = Ψ(θ0, Ĝn(θ̄n)) − Ψ(θ0, G0) = Ψ̇(0, Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0) + op(‖Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0‖H).

With ξ linear and continuous, (5.7) now becomes

P0�̇θ0,θ0,Ĝn(θ̄n) = ξΨ̇(0, Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0) + op(‖Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0‖H) = op(‖Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0‖H), (5.8)
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where the second step is due to the fact that ξΨ̇(0, G−G0) = 0 for all G. In view of (5.8), (5.6) will follow

as soon as

Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0 = Op(|θ̄n − θ0| + n−1/2). (5.9)

To this end, note that (2.5) continues to hold with (θ̂, Ĝ) replaced by (θ̄n, Ĝn(θ̄n)). In particular, for h ∈ H,

√
n(Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0)h =

√
nPnBθ̄n,Ĝn(θ̄n)h−√

nP0B0h

= GnBθ̄n,Ĝn(θ̄n)h+
√
nP0(Bθ̄n,Ĝn(θ̄n) −B0)h

= GnBθ̄n,Ĝn(θ̄n)h+
√
n{Ψ2(θ̄n, Ĝn(θ̄n)) − Ψ2(θ0, G0)}h+

√
n(Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0)h.

(5.10)

Applying once again the differentiability of Ψ at (θ0, G0), we obtain

√
n{Ψ2(θ̄n, Ĝn(θ̄n)) − Ψ2(θ0, G0)}h = −(P0B0h�̇

T
0 )

√
n(θ̄n − θ0) −

√
n(Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0)B∗

0B0h

+ op(
√
n|θ̄n − θ0|) + op(

√
n‖Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0‖H) (5.11)

uniformly in h. It follows from (D8′b) that

{B∗
0B0h : h ∈ H} ⊃ cH (5.12)

for some c > 0. Combine (5.10)–(5.12), take suprema over h, and conclude that

√
n‖Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0‖H ≤ c−1‖GnBθ̄n,Ĝn(θ̄n)‖H +Op(

√
n|θ̄n − θ0|) + op(

√
n‖Ĝn(θ̄n) −G0‖H).

From this (5.9) follows, provided the first term on the right is Op(1). The latter can be ascertained using

the next lemma, an extension of Lemma 19.24 of van der Vaart (1998).

Lemma 5.1. Let H be a set, F ⊂ L2(P ) a Donsker class, B : H → F , and (Bm) a sequence of random

maps such that suph∈H ‖(Bm −B)h‖P,2 = op(1). Then Gm(Bm −B) = op(1) in �∞(H).

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume B = 0. Let �∞(H,F) denote the space of L2-bounded maps

from H into F , and let g : �∞(F) × �∞(H,F) → �∞(H) be defined by g(a, b) = a ◦ b − a ◦ 0, where ◦
denotes composition. Then g is continuous at every (a, b) such that a is uniformly L2-continuous. Indeed, if

(al, bl) → (a, b), then

‖al ◦ 0 − a ◦ 0‖H = |al(0) − a(0)| ≤ ‖al − a‖F → 0,

‖al ◦ bl − a ◦ b‖H ≤ ‖al ◦ bl − a ◦ bl‖H + ‖a ◦ bl − a ◦ b‖H
≤ ‖al − a‖F + ‖a ◦ bl − a ◦ b‖H → 0,

by uniform continuity of a and uniform convergence of bl to b.

By assumption, Bm → 0 in probability in �∞(H,F). F being Donsker means that Gm tends weakly to

Gp, a P -Brownian bridge in �∞(F). It follows that (Gm, Bm) tends weakly to (Gp, 0) in �∞(F)× �∞(H,F).
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Almost all sample paths of Gp are uniformly continuous for the L2-metric. By the continuous mapping

theorem,

GmBm = Gm ◦Bm − Gm ◦ 0 = g(Gm, Bm) → g(Gp, 0) = 0

weakly and hence in probability.

(D7′) and the dominated convergence theorem together imply that

sup
h∈H

‖(Bθ,G −B0)h‖P0,2 → 0, (θ,G) → (θ0, G0).

This continuity, combined with the weak consistency of (θ̄n, Ĝn(θ̄n)), further impies that

sup
h∈H

‖(Bθ̄n,Ĝn(θ̄n) −B0)h‖P0,2 = op(1).

Using this and (D6) in Lemma 5.1 then gives

GnBθ̄n,Ĝn(θ̄n) = GnB0 + op(1) = Op(1)

in �∞(H). This establishes (5.9) and hence (11) of MV.

Theorem 1 of MV requires that almost surely,

�̇t,θ,G → �̇θ0,θ0,G0 ,

�̈t,θ,G → �̈θ0,θ0,G0 ,
(5.13)

as (t, θ,G) → (θ0, θ0, G0). To see this, note first that

‖Gt(θ,G) −G0‖H → 0, (5.14)

‖ht,θ,G − h0‖∞ → 0, (5.15)

as (t, θ,G) → (θ0, θ0, G0), which can be checked by elementary means. Next write∣∣∣(ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G)�̇

ZY
t − ΠY

0 �̇
ZY
0

)
(y)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣ΠY

t,Gt(θ,G)

(
�̇ZY
t − �̇ZY

0

)
(y)
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣(ΠY

t,Gt(θ,G) − ΠY
0

)
�̇ZY
0 (y)

∣∣∣
≤ sup

z∈Z

∣∣∣(�̇ZY
t − �̇ZY

0

)
(z, y)

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣(ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G) − ΠY

0

)
�̇ZY
0 (y)

∣∣∣.
(B1), (B3) and (D2′) together imply that the class {θ �→ �̇ZY

θ (z, y) : z ∈ Z} is equicontinuous. Hence the

first term on the right side tends to 0 as (t, θ,G) → (θ0, θ0, G0). (D7′) and (5.14) together imply that the

second term tends to 0 as well. This takes care of one term in the expressions ((5.2) and (5.3)) for �̇t,θ,G and

�̈t,θ,G; the others can be treated similarly.

Under (D6), the Donsker condition of MV reduces to

(E1) {Bt,Gt(θ,G)ht,θ,G : ‖(t− θ0, θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ < τ} is Donsker for some τ > 0.

In view of (5.14) and (D6), (E1) will follow if for (t, θ,G) in a neighborhood of (θ0, θ0, G0), ht,θ,G is bounded

in B. The latter certainly holds under a stronger version of (5.15):

ht,θ,G → h0 componentwise in B, (t, θ,G) → (θ0, θ0, G0).

This, however, does not appear to be automatic, and E1 remains a condition. MV also assume that
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(E2) {�̈t,θ,G : |(t− θ0, θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ < τ} is GC for some τ > 0.

Lastly, (D4′) garantees the existence of (square-)integrable envelope functions required by Theorem 1 of MV.

Thus all conditions of MV’s Theorem 1 and its corollaries have been established. In return, we have the

following result. Write pln(θ) = logPLn(θ).

Theorem 5.2. Assume (E0)–(E2). Then, for every sequence θ̄n = θ0 + op(1), we have

pln(θ̄n) = pln(θ0) + n(θ̄n − θ0)T Pn�̇e − n(θ̄n − θ0)T Ie(θ̄n − θ0)/2 + op(
√
n‖θ̄n − θ0‖ + 1)2.

In particular,

√
n(θ̂n − θ0) = GnI

−1
e �̇e + op(1), (5.16)

2{pln(θ̂n) − pln(θ0)} = n(θ̂n − θ0)T Ie(θ̂n − θ0) + op(1), (5.17)

−2{pln(θ̂n + unvn) − pln(θ̂n)}/(nu2
n) = vT Iev + op(1), (5.18)

for all sequences vn = v(∈ Rq) + op(1) and un = op(1) with (
√
nun)−1 = Op(1).

(5.16) says that
√
n(θ̂n − θ0) → N(0, I−1

e ). This is part of the conclusion of Corollary 4.4 and is not

new to us. What is new here is that, by (5.18), Ie can be consistently estimated by perturbing the profile

log-likelihood for θ around θ̂n. This makes possible Wald tests and related confidence statements about

θ. Furthermore, (5.17) implies that the profile likelihood ratio statistic, like its parametric analogue, is

asymptotically chi-squared with q degrees of freedom. This justifies testing hypotheses about θ using a

profile likelihood ratio test and constructing confidence sets by inverting this test, just like in a parametric

model.
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6.0 EXAMPLES

So far we have made a number of assumptions on the regression model. While some of them (such as (D3′))

are fairly simple and indeed hold quite generally, others appear more complicated and may take considerable

effort to verify. The verification of the Donsker conditions (D6) and (E1), in particular, depends heavily

on special structures of the regression model. Here we use two examples to illustrate some techniques for

verifying these conditions. It is not difficult to see that when Y is finite, many problems (including (D6)

and (E1)) become much easier. The results obtained, however, will not be very different from the existing

results of Wild (1991). With this in mind we focus on an infinite Y such as an interval in the real line or the

set of nonnegative integers.

6.1 LINEAR REGRESSION

Suppose Z = [l, u] ⊂ R, Y = R and Θ is a compact subset of R2 × (0,∞). Write θ = (β0, β1, σ
2) and assume

f(y|z; θ) =
(
2πσ2

)−1/2 exp
{− (y − β0 − β1z)2/

(
2σ2
)}
.

(µ is, of course, the Lebesgue measure.) Assume that G0 is nondegenerate and that the true parameter,

θ0 = (β00, β10, σ
2
0), lies in the interior of Θ. Also assume (A2) and (A3).

This model has an exponential family structure. In light of this and the discussion in Chapter 3, conditions

(C0)–(C3) are all satisfied. For (C4), write

sup
z,θ,G

(1 − r)
f(y|z; θ)
f(y;G, θ)

≤ sup
θ

supz f(y|z; θ)
infz f(y|z; θ)

= sup
θ

(
2πσ2

)−1/2 exp
[
β1(z1 − z2){y − β0 − β1(z1 + z2)/2)}/σ2

]
≤ a exp(b|y| + c),

where z1, z2 ∈ Z depend on y but a, b, c do not. The conditional moment generating function of Y given Z

exists everywhere on the real line and is continuous in Z. With Z compact, the marginal moment generating

function of Y (or |Y |) must exist everywhere. Hence the bound above is P0-integrable and (C4) follows. It

is easy to see that

sup
z
f(y|z; θ0) ≤ f(y|l; θ0) + f(y|u; θ0) + (2πσ2

0)−11{β00 + β10l ≤ y ≤ β00 + β10u}.
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By the dominated convergence theorem, πZ
0 is continuous. Combined with (A3), (B1) and (B4), this implies

(C5′). It then follows from Theorem 3.5 that, for every L1(G0)-bounded GC class H, |θ̂n−θ0|∨‖Ĝn−G0‖H →
0 almost surely.

We now show that, for H = C1
1 (Z),

√
n(θ̂n − θ0, Ĝn −G0) converges weakly to a tight Gaussian process

in R3 × �∞(H) as described in Corollary 4.4. This follows by verifying the conditions of Corollary 4.4. Since

(D1), (D2) and (D3′) are straightforward, let us start with (D4). In general,

|�̇θ,G(z, y, r)| ≤ sup
z′,θ′

|�̇ZY
θ′ (z′, y)| (6.1)

for all (θ,G) and all (z, y, r). Thus (D4) would follow, with much to spare, from the square-integrability of

the right side of (6.1). In this example,

�̇ZY
θ (z, y) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

(y − β0 − β1z)/σ2

z(y − β0 − β1z)/σ2

−1/(2σ2) + (y − β0 − β1z)2/(2σ4)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (6.2)

Hence the right side of (6.1) is majorized by a quadratic function of |y|. Given Z, Y has conditional moments

of all orders, and they are all continuous functions of Z. With Z compact, any polynomial of Y (or |Y |) has

finite mean. This verifies (D4).

In view of the continuity of �̇ZY
θ in θ, (D7) will follow if for every y,∫

ḟ(y|z; θ)dG(z)
f(y;G, θ)

−
∫
ḟ(y|z; θ0)dG0(z)
f(y;G0, θ0)

→ 0, (6.3)

sup
h∈H

∣∣∣∣
∫
h(z)f(y|z; θ)dG(z)

f(y;G, θ)
−
∫
h(z)f(y|z; θ0)dG0(z)

f(y;G0, θ0)

∣∣∣∣→ 0, (6.4)

as |θ− θ0| ∨ ‖G−G0‖H → 0. With H = C1
1 (Z), convergence in �∞(H) is simply weak convergence. Lemma

2.2 then yields f(y;G, θ) → f(y;G0, θ0). In fact, since ḟ(y|·; ·) is continuous, the same argument can be used

to show that
∫
ḟ(y|z; θ)dG(z) → ∫

ḟ(y|z; θ0)dG0(z). Thus (6.3) follows. In the proof of Lemma 3.4, it is

shown that the probability measure with density f(y|·; θ)/f(y;G, θ) with respect to G converges weakly to

the one with density f(y|·; θ0)/f(y;G0, θ0) with respect to G0. Now (6.4) follows from Theorem 1.12.1 of

van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) (VW).

To check (D8′a), observe that∣∣df(y|z; θ0)/dz
∣∣ = ∣∣f(y|z; θ0)(y − β00 − β10z)β10/σ

2
0

∣∣
≤ (a|y| + b)

[
f(y|l; θ0) + f(y|u; θ0) + 1{β00 + β10l ≤ y ≤ β00 + β10u}

]
(6.5)

for some constants a and b. M(y) defined as (6.5) satisfies (4.30) and (4.31) for α = 1 because |�̇Y0 (y)| is

bounded by a quadratic function of |y|. By differentiating ḟ(y|z; θ0) with respect to z, a similar procedure

gives an M ′ that satisfies (4.32) and (4.33). Thus (D8′a) is verified. For (D8′b), note that M defined by

(6.5) is µ-integrable, which implies (4.37). Furthermore, the second derivative of f(y|z; θ0) with respect to

z can be bounded in a familiar way (by a polynomial of |y| times the second component of (6.5)), so that

(4.36) is true for β = 1. Now deduce (D8′b) from Lemma 4.5.
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We now turn to (D5). Condition (4.14) typically follows from a dominated convergence argument which

requires that, in a neighborhood of θ0, |f̈(·|·; θ)| is dominated by a µ×G0-integrable function. This is true

quite generally. In the present example, the majorization argument in the above paragraph can be used

to show that supz,θ |f̈(·|z; θ)| is µ-integrable, a much stronger result. (4.15) follows from the mean-value

theorem and the dominated convergence theorem, upon noting that �̈ZY
θ is continuous in θ and is bounded

by a polynomial of |y|. (4.16) follows in a similar way. First, �̈Yθ,G is continuous in (θ,G) because f(y|z; θ),
ḟ(y|z; θ) and f̈(y|z; θ) are all continuous in (z, θ). Next,

sup
θ,G

∣∣�̈Yθ,G(y)
∣∣ ≤ sup

z,θ

∣∣f̈(y|z; θ)/f(y|z; θ)∣∣+ sup
z.θ

∣∣�̇ZY
θ (z, y)

∣∣2

for all y. The right side is again bounded by a polynomial of |y|. In general, (4.17) will hold if there exists

ηG > 0 such that ηG → 0 as ‖G−G0‖H → 0 and ∆G ∈ ηGH for every G, where

∆G(z) :=
∫

(1 − π0(y))(�̇Yθ0,G − �̇Y0 )(y)f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y).

With H = C1
1 (Z), this is equivalent to ‖∆G‖1 → 0 (where ‖ · ‖1 is the C1(Z) norm not L1). In this

example, (6.1)–(6.3) and the dominated convergence theorem imply that ∆G → 0 pointwise. In view of the

boundedness of Z, it suffices to show that the first-order Lipschitz norm of ∆G tends to 0. This is bounded

by

∫
(1 − π0(y))(�̇Yθ0,G − �̇Y0 )(y) sup

z
|df(y|z; θ0)/dz|dµ(y),

which tends to 0 by (6.5) and the dominated convergence theorem. Condition (4.18) follows from a familiar

dominated convergence argument. Condition (4.19) follows from the uniform boundedness of H, the uniform

convergence (6.4) and the dominated convergence theorem. Clearly, (4.20) will hold if

sup
h∈C1

1(Z)

‖(B∗
θ,GBθ,G −B∗

0B0)h‖1 → 0,

that is, if B∗
θ,GBθ,G → B∗

0B0 in L(C1(Z)), the space of continuous linear maps from C1(Z) into itself. Write

(B∗
θ,GBθ,G −B∗

0B0)h(z) = h(z)
∫
π0(y)(f(y|z; θ) − f(y|z; θ0))dµ(y)

+
∫

(1 − π0(y))
∫
hf(y|·; θ)dG
f(y;G, θ)

(f(y|z; θ) − f(y|z; θ0))dµ(y)

+
∫

(1 − π0(y))
(∫

hf(y|·; θ)dG
f(y;G, θ)

−
∫
hf(y|·; θ0)dG0

f(y;G0, θ0)

)
f(y|z; θ0)dµ(y).

Using the same arguments as before, it can be shown that each term on the right side tends to 0 in C1(Z),

uniformly over h ∈ C1
1 (Z). The details are omitted.

It remains to check the Donsker condition (D6). By Theorem 2.10.6 of VW, it suffices to show that for
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some τ > 0, these four classes are all P0-Donsker:

C1
1 (Z), (6.6)

{�̇ZY
θ : |θ − θ0| < τ}, (6.7)

{ΠY
θ,Gh : ‖(θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ < τ, h ∈ C1

1 (Z)}, (6.8)

{�̇Yθ,G : ‖(θ − θ0, G−G0)‖ < τ}. (6.9)

That (6.6) is Donsker is a direct application of Corollary 2.7.2 of VW; in fact, this is the main motivation for

choosing H = C1
1 (Z). �̇ZY

θ (z, y) is clearly Lipschitz in θ, with Lipschitz constant bounded by a polynomial

of |y|. By Theorem 2.7.11 of VW, (6.7) is Donsker (for any τ). For (6.8), note first that it is uniformly

bounded. Next, from elementary calculus,

d

dy
ΠY

θ,Gh(y) = cov
(
h(Z),

d

dy
log f(y|Z; θ)

∣∣∣∣Y = y; θ,G
)

≤ a|y| + b

for some constants a and b. Thus for every θ, G, h and every j ∈ N, the restriction of ΠY
θ,Gh to (−j−1,−j]∪

[j, j + 1) has C1 norm bounded by a constant multiple of j. By the results of van der Vaart (1994b), (6.8)

will be a Donsker class if Y has finite fourth moment, which is certainly true. (This argument works for any

uniformly bounded class H.) The Donsker property of (6.9) follows by a similar argument. First, |�̇Yθ,G(y)|
is bounded by a polynomial of |y|. Second,

d

dy
�̇Yθ,G(y) = E

(
d

dy
�̇ZY
θ (Z, y)

∣∣∣∣Y = y; θ,G
)

+ cov
(
�̇ZY
θ (Z, y),

d

dy
log f(y|Z; θ)

∣∣∣∣Y = y; θ,G
)
.

The right side can be bounded by a polynomial of |y|. This completes the verification of the regularity

conditions of Corollary 4.4.

Now consider the conditions of Theorem 5.2. The slight differences between (E0) and conditions in

section 4 apparently cause no trouble; the arguments used in previous paragraphs remain applicable. (E1)

can be established by showing that the classes {ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G)ht,θ,G} and {ht,θ,G} are Donsker for (t, θ,G) in

a neighborhood of (θ0, θ0, G0). The first follows from the argument for (6.8) in the last paragraph, which

requires only that H be uniformly bounded. For the second, recall that ht,θ,G = hG/{1− (t− θ)ThG}. Both

the numerators {hG} and the denominators {1 − (t − θ)ThG} are uniformly bounded Donsker classes, and

the denominators can be uniformly bounded away from 0. By Theorem 2.10.6 of VW, the ratios form a

Donsker class. In view of (D4′) and the weak compactness of G (Lemma 2.2), (E2) will follow from Lemma

3.3 if �̈t,θ,G(z, y, r) can be shown to be continuous in (t, θ,G) for every (z, y, r). The latter can be argued

the same way as for (5.13) if, for every sequence (tm, θm, Gm) → (t, θ,G) and every y,

∥∥Gtm(θm, Gm) −Gt(θ,G)
∥∥
H → 0, (6.10)∥∥htm,θm,Gm − ht,θ,G

∥∥
∞ → 0, (6.11)(

ΠY
θm,Gm

− ΠY
θ,G

)
h(y) → 0, (6.12)
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with h = h0, �̇
ZY
0 ,

(
�̇ZY
0

)⊗2
, �̇ZY

0 hT
0 , �̈

ZY
0 . To see (6.10), write

(Gtm(θm, Gm) −Gt(θ,G))h = (Gm −G)h− (Gm −G){(tm − θm)ThGmh}
−G{(tm − θm)ThGmh− (t− θ)ThGh}.

Of course, the first term on the right tends to 0 uniformly over h ∈ H. The class {(t− θ)ThG} is bounded

in B = C1(Z) (of which H is the unit ball). The set of pairwise products of two bounded subsets of

C1(Z) is again bounded in C1(Z). Hence the second term is negligible (uniformly in h). The last term

is controlled using the dominated convergence theorem. For (6.11), observe that ‖hGm − hG‖∞ → 0, that

‖(tm − θm)ThGm − (t − θ)ThG‖∞ → 0 and that 1 − (tm − θm)ThGm is bounded away from 0 for large m.

For (6.12), it suffices to note that all choices of h are, for fixed y, bounded and continuous in z. Thus all

conditions of Theorem 5.2 are verified, and we have a consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance of θ̂n

as well as a profile likelihood ratio test.

These arguments can in principle be extended to higher dimensions (d > 1). Then C1
1 (Z) is not known

to be a Donsker class. Instead, one may use as H the unit ball of Cα(Z) for some α > d/2 or of a completely

different Banach space.

6.2 POISSON REGRESSION

As a second example, consider a Poisson regression model, again with a one-dimensional missing covariate.

Let Z = [l, u] ⊂ R, let Y = {0}∪N and let Θ be a compact subset of R2. With µ being the counting measure

and θ = (β0, β1), suppose that

f(y|z; θ) = exp{y(β0 + β1z) − exp(β0 + β1z)}/y!.

As before, assume that G0 is nondegenerate, that θ0 = (β00, β10) is an interior point of Θ, and that A2 and

A3 hold.

As in the previous example, conditions (C0)–(C5) are easily seen to hold; hence (θ̂n, Ĝn) is strongly

consistent for (θ0, G0) with respect to the topologies described in Theorem 3.5. We now use Corollary 4.4,

again with B = C1(Z) and H = C1
1 (Z), to show that (θ̂n, Ĝn) is asymptotically normal and achieves the

information bound for θ. (D1), (D2) and (D3′) do not take much work, and (D7) follows from exactly the

same argument as in the previous example. In fact, the arguments therein can also be used to verify (D4),

(D5) and (D8′), upon making the following observations. First, Y has finite moments of all orders. Second,

for all y ∈ Y,

sup
z,θ

f(y|z; θ) ≤ sup
λ1≤λ≤λ2

exp(y logλ− λ)/y!

≤ exp(y logλ1 − λ1)/y! + exp(y logλ2 − λ2)/y! + c1[λ1,λ2](y)},
(6.13)
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where

λ1 = min
z,θ

exp(β0 + β1z),

λ2 = max
z,θ

exp(β0 + β1z),

c = max
λ1≤y≤λ2

exp(y log y − y)/y!.

The right side of (6.13) as a function of y is certainly µ-integrable.

It remains to check the Donsker condition (D6). While (6.6) and (6.7) are easily seen to be Donsker, (6.8)

and (6.9) require more effort. With Y nonconvex, the smoothness argument used in the last example is no

longer viable. Here we take a different approach. Consider (6.8) first. Let G denote the set of subprobablity

measures (measures with total mass at most 1) on Z, and note that
∫
h(z)f(y|z; θ)dG(z) with ‖h‖∞ ≤ 1

can be written as f(y;G, θ) :=
∫
f(y|z; θ)dG(z) for some G ∈ G. Hence (6.8) is contained in

{f(Y ;G1, θ1)/f(Y ;G2, θ2) : θ1, θ2 ∈ Θ, G1 ∈ G, G2 ∈ G}.

By Theorems 2.10.1 and 2.10.3 of VW, it suffices to show that

{f(Y ;G1, θ1)/f(Y ;G2, θ2) : θ1, θ2 ∈ Θ, G1, G2 ∈ G}.

is a Donsker class. Simple algebraic manipulation yields

∣∣∣∣f(y;G1, θ1)
f(y;G2, θ2)

− f(y;G′
1, θ

′
1)

f(y;G′
2, θ

′
2)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ y! exp(ay + b)
2∑

j=1

∣∣∣∣f(y;Gj, θj) − f(y;G′
j , θ

′
j)
∣∣∣∣

for some constants a, b ∈ R. In view of Corollary 2.10.13 of VW, it now suffices to show that

{Y ! exp(aY + b)f(Y ;G, θ) : θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ G} (6.14)

is Donsker. To this end, observe that the class

{exp{(a+ β0 + β1z)Y + b− exp(β0 + β1z)} : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ} (6.15)

is VC (cf. proof of Lemma 3.2) and pointwise separable. Furthermore, it is dominated by a square inte-

grable function because the conditional moment generating function of Y given Z exists everywhere and is

continuous in Z. Theorem 2.5.2 of VW then says that (6.15) is Donsker. Its convex hull contains

{Y ! exp(aY + b)f(Y ;G, θ) : θ ∈ Θ, G ∈ Gd}, (6.16)

where Gd is defined in Lemma 3.2 as the collection of finitely discrete probability measures on Z. So (6.16) is

Donsker too. We now show that (6.14) is contained in the pointwise sequential closure of (6.16); by Theorem

2.10.2 of VW, this would imply the Donsker property of (6.14). Fix (θ,G). We need to find a sequence

(Gm) ⊂ Gd such that f(y;Gm, θ) → f(y;G, θ) for every y. (Since (6.14) has a square integrable envelope,

this pointwise convergence would imply L2 convergence.) That such a sequence exists can be seen by the
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following argument. By Kolmogorov’s existence theorem, there is on some probability space a sequence (Um)

of independent random variables identically distributed as G. Let Dm denote the empirical distribution of

U1, . . . , Um. For each y, the function z �→ f(y|z; θ) is continuous and therefore bounded. By the law of large

numbers,

f(y; Dm, θ) = Dmf(y|Z; θ) → Gf(y|Z; θ) = f(y;G, θ) (6.17)

almost surely for every y. Since Y is countable, we have that, almost surely, (6.17) holds for every y. Pick

an ω in the aforementioned probability space for which this is the case, and set Gm = Dm(ω).

The Donsker property of (6.9) follows from a similar argument. It can be shown that

∣∣∣∣∣
∫
ḟ(y|z; θ1)dG1(z)
f(y;G2, θ2)

−
∫
ḟ(y|z; θ′1)dG′

1(z)
f(y;G′

2, θ
′
2)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ y! exp(ay + b)

×
{∣∣∣∣
∫
ḟ(y|z; θ1)dG1(z) −

∫
ḟ(y|z; θ′1)dG′

1(z)
∣∣∣∣+ (cy + d)

∣∣∣∣f(y;G2, θ2) − f(y;G′
2, θ

′
2)
∣∣∣∣
}
,

for some constants a, b, c, d ∈ R. As argued in the last paragraph, it suffices to show that the classes

{
(cY + d) exp{(a+ β0 + β1z)Y + b− exp(β0 + β1z)} : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ

}
, (6.18){{Y − exp(β0 + β1z)} exp{(a+ β0 + β1z)Y + b− exp(β0 + β1z)} : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ

}
, (6.19){

z{Y − exp(β0 + β1z)} exp{(a+ β0 + β1z)Y + b− exp(β0 + β1z)} : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ
}

(6.20)

are all Donsker. The VC property of (6.15) and Lemma 2.6.18(vi) of VW together imply the VC property

of (6.18). From here it is a small step to deduce that (6.18) is Donsker. It follows from the same argument

that

{
Y exp{(a+ β0 + β1z)Y + b − exp(β0 + β1z)} : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ

}
(6.21)

is Donsker too. The class

{− exp(β0 + β1z) exp{(a+ β0 + β1z)Y + b− exp(β0 + β1z)} : z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ
}

(6.22)

is contained in the convex hull of a multiple of (6.15), hence Donsker also. The Donsker property of (6.19)

now follows from Theorem 2.10.6 of VW and the Donsker properties of (6.21) and (6.22). Lastly, (6.20) is

contained in the convex hull of a multiple of (6.19).

We now turn to Theorem 5.2. With the machinery we have developed, this does not take much work.

Arguments in the above paragraph, which require only that H be uniformly bounded, can be used to show

that {ΠY
t,Gt(θ,G)ht,θ,G} is Donsker. Condition (E2) and the Donsker property of {ht,θ,G} follow from exactly

the same arguments as in the last example.
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7.0 COMPUTATION AND SIMULATIONS

This chapter is concerned with the implementation and finite-sample performance of the proposed semipara-

metric MLE. Since most of this discussion is for fixed sample size, the subscript n, which was essential in

the asymptotic analysis, is now dropped. Also suppressed is the subscript 0 indicating the “truth”. The

computation of (θ̂, Ĝ), a finite-dimensional maximization problem, is apparently easier than that of (θ̃, G̃);

we do not yet know of a general algorithm for computing (θ̃, G̃). In fact, the asymptotic equivalence result

(Theorem 3.6) even calls into question the motivation for finding (θ̃, G̃). Therefore we shall focus on the

restricted MLE (θ̂, Ĝ) in the following discussion. Actually, with θ being the primary inferential target,

numerical results are reported only for θ̂, although θ̂ and Ĝ are obtained simultaneously. In what follows, we

propose an EM algorithm for computing (θ̂, Ĝ) and for estimating the asymptotic variance of θ̂, and carry

out simulation experiments comparing the proposed method with standard maximum likelihood methods

based on (correct and incorrect) parametric models for G.

7.1 THE EM ALGORITHM

Given a realized sample, let zj , nj, (j, l), l = 1, . . . , nj, j = 0(1), . . . , k be defined as in Chapter 2. Denote

pj = G{zj}, j = 1, . . . , k, so that
∑k

j=1 pj = 1. In terms of θ and p := (p1, . . . , pk)T , the likelihood (2.1) can

be rewritten as

[
n0∏
l=1

{
k∑

j=1

pjf(Y(0,l)|zj ; θ)

}]
k∏

j=1

{
p

nj

j

nj∏
l=1

f(Y(j,l)|zj ; θ)

}
. (7.1)

Maximizing (7.1) with respect to (θ, p) is a q+k-dimensional constrained maximization problem which, under

a suitable transformation of p, can be transformed into a q+ k− 1-dimensional unconstrained maximization

problem. Therefore a Newton-type algorithm is applicable, at least in principle. But note that, as the sample

size n increases, k increases at the same rate, unless Z has a finite support. Thus in a relatively large sample,

Newton’s method can be inefficient and/or unstable, if feasible at all.

Expression (7.1) can be considered as a parametric likelihood under the working assumption that G is

concentrated on {zj : j = 1, . . . , k}. As such it can be maximized by using an EM algorithm which, naturally,
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treats {(Zi, Yi) : i = 1, ..., n} as complete data. The complete-data log-likelihood is simply

lc(θ, p) :=
n∑

i=1

{
log f(Yi|Zi; θ) +

k∑
j=1

1Zi=zj log pj

}
.

Let (θ(0), p(0)) be an initial guess. For example, one may take as θ(0) an estimate obtained from a complete-

case analysis, and set p(0)
j = nj/(n− n0), j = 1, . . . , k. Given (θ(m), p(m)), m ≥ 0, we seek to maximize

E
{
lc(θ, p)

∣∣∣(Ri, RiZi, Yi)n
i=1; θ

(m), p(m)
}

=
n∑

i=1

[
Ri

{
log f(Yi|Zi; θ) +

k∑
j=1

1Zi=zj log pj

}

+ (1 −Ri)
k∑

j=1

P
(
Zi = zj

∣∣∣Yi; θ(m), p(m)
){

log f(Yi|zj ; θ) + log pj

}]

=
k∑

j=1

{ nj∑
l=1

log f(Y(j,l)|zj ; θ) +
n0∑
l=1

qjl log f(Y(0,l)|zj ; θ) + (nj + qj·) log pj

}
,

where

qjl := P
(
Z(0,l) = zj

∣∣∣Y(0,l); θ(m), p(m)
)

=
f(Y(0,l)|zj ; θ(m))p(m)

j∑k
j′=1 f(Y(0,l)|zj′ ; θ(m))p(m)

j′
,

qj· :=
n0∑
l=1

qjl.

As a result,

θ(m+1) = argmax
θ

k∑
j=1

{ nj∑
l=1

log f(Y(j,l)|zj ; θ) +
n0∑
l=1

qjl log f(Y(0,l)|zj ; θ)

}
, (7.2)

p
(m+1)
j = (nj + qj·)/n, j = 1, . . . , k. (7.3)

In many examples, θ(m+1) can be found by solving

k∑
j=1

{ nj∑
l=1

�̇ZY
θ (zj , Y(j,l)) +

n0∑
l=1

qjl�̇
ZY
θ (zj , Y(0,l))

}
= 0 (7.4)

for θ. Note that, if (θ(m+1), p(m+1)) = (θ(m), p(m)), then (7.3) and (7.4) are equivalent to the likelihood

equations (2.5) and (4.5), respectively. (7.4) can be solved analytically for the normal linear model. In

general, a Newton-type algorithm can be used. This application of Newton’s method differs from the one

mentioned earlier in that the dimension of the current problem is q, regardless of k.

A slightly modified version of this EM algorithm can be used to evaluate the profile likelihood for θ.

For a given θ, Ĝ(θ) (defined in Chapter 5) can be found by simply iterating (7.3), with qj· replaced by

q′j· :=
∑n0

l=1 q
′
jl where q′jl := P (Z(0,l) = zj |Y(0,l); θ, p(m)), until convergence. In light of (5.18) in Theorem

5.2, a consistent estimate of the efficient information Ie is now available. Consider first the diagonal elements

Ie(s, s), s = 1, . . . , q. Let es be a q-vector with 1 as the sth element and 0 everywhere else. Set vn ≡ v = es
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and un = an−1/2 for some constant a > 0. Then (5.18) says that

2{pln(θ̂) − pln(θ̂ + an−1/2es)}/a2 = Ie(s, s) + op(1).

The left side can be interpreted as a numerical second-order partial derivative. Naturally the desired deriv-

ative can be approximated from the opposite direction as well. In other words, es can be replaced by its

negative to yield

2{pln(θ̂) − pln(θ̂ − an−1/2es)}/a2 = Ie(s, s) + op(1).

Common wisdom then suggests taking the average of the two and estimating Ie(s, s) by

{2pln(θ̂) − pln(θ̂ + an−1/2es) − pln(θ̂ − an−1/2es)}/a2.

For an off-diagonal element Ie(s, t), s �= t, let est = es + et. Then a consistent estimate of eT
stIeest =

Ie(s, s) + Ie(t, t) + 2Ie(s, t) is given by

{2pln(θ̂) − pln(θ̂ + an−1/2est) − pln(θ̂ − an−1/2est)}/a2.

It follows that Ie(s, t) can be consistently estimated by

1
2a2

{
pln(θ̂ + an−1/2es) + pln(θ̂ − an−1/2es) + pln(θ̂ + an−1/2et) + pln(θ̂ − an−1/2et)

− 2pln(θ̂) − pln(θ̂ + an−1/2est) − pln(θ̂ − an−1/2est)
}
.

Inverting the estimate of Ie gives a consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance of θ̂.

7.2 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

Our simulation experiments are conducted under the two models considered in Chapter 6: a normal linear

model and a Poisson regression model. Let us start with the linear model. Data are generated according to

the following mechanism:

Z ∼ Beta (α, 1), (7.5)

Y |Z = z ∼ N(β0 + β1z, σ
2), (7.6)

logit{π(y)} = y + γ, (7.7)

where α ∈ {0.5, 1, 2}, β0 = 0, β1 ∈ {0, 5}, σ2 = 1, and γ is adjusted to bring the overall missing proportion

κ := 1 − E(R) to the desired level (0.2 or 0.5). A sample consists of n = 100 or 200 independent copies of

(Z, Y,R). For each sample size, 1000 replicates are generated under each of the 12 scenarios (combinations

of parameter values).

Given a sample, θ = (β0, β1, σ
2) is estimated using the following five methods. FD (full data) is the

usual least squares procedure applied to {Zi, Yi) : i = 1, . . . , n} (as if they were all observed). This is
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not a competitor method for missing covariates. Rather, it serves as an indicator for the total amount of

information about θ contained in the data generated. CC (complete case) is the least squares procedure

applied to {(Zi, Yi) : Ri = 1} (as if they were the original sample). Under an outcome-dependent selection

mechanism, this approach is invalid (see Chapter 1). Yet it is still commonly used in practice, regardless

of the selection mechanism. We include it in our simulation studies as an illustration of the potential bias

and loss of efficiency and also as a source of initial parameter values for the iterative procedures. ML0 is

the standard maximum likelihood procedure under the parametric model defined by (7.5) and (7.6). The

relative (in)efficiency of ML0 to FD indicates the amount of information lost due to missing values of Z,

with G known up to a finite-dimensional paramter. On the other hand, the Fisher information for θ in this

model (or any other correct parametric model) is larger (in the sense of nonnegative-definiteness) than the

efficient Fisher information for θ in the semiparametric model where G is left unspecified. Therefore ML0

is expected to be more efficient than our (or any other) semiparametric method. Of interest to us is the

amount of efficiency gain that comes with a detailed knowledge of the covariate distribution. In practice, it

is often difficult to specify a parametric model that is (nearly) correct. In the present setting, a data analyst

without sufficient information about G might simply specify a normal model:

Z ∼ N(ν, τ2), (7.8)

which may be called common practice. Denote by ML1 the maximum likelihood procedure under (7.6) and

(7.8). We would like to quantify the bias of ML1 due to model misspecification and hence the robustness

we have achieved by sparing a parametric specification of G. Lastly, SPML is the proposed semiparametric

maximum likelihood method.

ML0 and ML1 are both (conveniently) implemented using an EM algorithm similar to the one described

in the preceding subsection. It appears that, even for ML0 and ML1, the EM algorithm is more stable than

a quasi-newton algorithm where variable scaling can be a serious problem. We did not investigate this issue

further because it is not the focus of this dissertation. Regardless of the algorithm chosen, the implementa-

tion of ML0 requires numerical integration, which adds to the computational burden and introduces some

arbitrariness. This is, in fact, a general problem with parametric modeling, ML1 being an exception. In

contrast, an EM iteration for SPML involves only well-defined summations (and matrix inversion, which is

common to all five methods here).

Each method gives for each regression parameter a point estimate, a standard error (standard deviation

estimate) and a Wald confidence interval. The only exception here is that, under the least squares approach,

inference about σ2 is based on a chi-squared distribution and does not involve variance estimation. Empirical

bias and standard deviation (SD) of a point estimate are calculated using knowledge of the true parameter

value and standard formulas applied to the different replicates. Standard errors (SE) are averaged across

replicates and compared with the empirical standard deviation. Empirical coverage probabilities (CP) are

calculated for (intended) 95% confidence intervals.
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Tables 7.1–7.4 summarize numerical results obtained under different scenarios (described earlier) at n =

100, 200. In all scenarios studied here, CC is associated with a large bias. In the presence of a strong

regression relationship (β1 = 5), it also tends to have a large standard deviation. In contrast, all three

methods (ML0, ML1, SPML) that explicitly adjust for missing data generally perform better, at least in

terms of bias. These observations highlight the relevance of missing data as a methodological issue. We

now turn to the comparison of ML0, ML1 and SPML, with ML0 being an ideal that cannot be achieved

(without a good knowledge of G). It appears that, under weak regression (β1 = 0), the three methods are

nearly equivalent in terms of the few criteria considered here. In that case, it does not seem to matter how

to deal with the covariate distribution—parametrically or nonparametrically, correctly or incorrectly—as

long as we do deal with it. In the case of strong regression (β1 = 5), however, the ML1 estimates can be

seen to carry a significant bias. The magnitude of this bias depends on the true distribution of Z, which

is determined by α. In the current situation, the normal model (7.8) seems to approximate the uniform

distribution (α = 1) better than the skewed ones (α = 0.5, 2) in that the bias is smaller in the former case.

For each fixed α, increasing the missing proportion κ (from 0.2 to 0.5) magnifies the misspecification bias

of ML1. In fact, increasing κ and/or β1 also has the effect of setting a higher sample size requirement for

our asymptotic results about SPML to take effect. Indeed, for each fixed n, one can make ML1 and SPML

perform arbitrarily poorly by choosing large values of κ and β1. Note, for example, the biases of ML1 and

SPML in the scenario where κ = 0.5, β1 = 5 and α = 2, at a sample size of n = 100. On the other hand,

in each fixed scenario, the bias of SPML eventually vanishes with increasing n, whereas that of ML1 does

not. In the same scenario as described above, but at n = 200, ML1 remains severely biased while SPML

becomes much less so. The (in)efficiency of SPML relative to ML0 quantifies the statistical buying power

of an accurate knowledge of G in the presence of missing values of Z. The parameters κ and β1 are again

important factors in this assessment: the larger they are, the less efficient SPML is relative to ML0. In most

cases, the SPML standard errors estimate the true standard deviations reasonably well and the associated

confidence intervals enjoy good coverage probabilities.

The simulation experiments for Poisson regression are conducted in a similar fashion and yield similar

results. Data are generated according (7.5), (7.7) and, of course, a Poisson regression model:

Y |Z = z ∼ POI (exp(β0 + β1z)), (7.9)

where β0 = 0 and β1 ∈ {0, 2}. Again, 1000 replicates are generated in each scenario at each sample size.

Here FD and CC refer to the standard maximum likelihood procedure applied to {(Zi, Yi) : i = 1, . . . , n}
and {(Zi, Yi) : Ri = 1} respectively. ML0 is the maximum likelihood method under (7.5) and (7.9). ML1

is the maximum likelihood method under (7.8) and (7.9). SPML is the proposed method. FD and CC

are implemented using a Newton-Raphson algorithm. The other three methods are doubly iterative, with

an outer EM loop and an inner Newton-Raphson loop. ML0 and ML1 also involve numerical integration

whereas SPML does not. Numerical results are reported in Tables 7.5–7.8. All of the qualitative remarks in

the above paragraph remain valid here, except that the bias of ML1 now seems to increase with α.
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Table 7.1: Linear Regression with n = 100 and κ = 0.2

Scenario Method Bias (×1000) SD (×1000) SE (×1000) CP (×100)

β1 α β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2

0 .5 FD 6 −18 −4 151 342 138 150 337 94 95 96

CC 179 −23 −113 154 346 137 158 356 80 96 92

ML0 12 −32 −27 164 388 134 164 391 138 94 95 94

ML1 10 −25 −27 163 389 135 164 395 138 95 95 94

SPML 10 −26 −27 163 388 134 165 395 138 95 95 94

1 FD 14 −28 −1 203 338 149 201 349 95 96 94

CC 181 −18 −113 218 367 152 211 368 84 95 87

ML0 17 −29 −25 234 408 146 227 408 139 94 94 91

ML1 13 −20 −25 235 411 146 227 409 139 94 94 91

SPML 13 −20 −25 235 411 146 227 409 139 94 94 91

2 FD −2 2 −2 307 439 139 302 427 94 94 96

CC 170 −2 −111 327 469 138 319 451 90 94 90

ML0 6 −7 −26 364 528 136 347 498 139 93 93 93

ML1 3 −2 −26 364 528 136 347 499 139 93 93 92

SPML 2 −1 −26 365 529 136 347 499 139 93 93 92

5 .5 FD −3 −1 6 155 357 141 151 339 94 94 95

CC 284 −358 −83 171 374 143 173 356 63 81 93

ML0 −2 2 −19 159 364 145 153 342 148 94 93 93

ML1 107 −200 −75 153 344 145 159 333 149 90 89 87

SPML −2 2 −19 160 364 146 153 341 148 94 93 92

1 FD −11 18 0 201 347 140 201 348 95 95 95

CC 375 −421 −82 241 391 140 245 393 66 80 94

ML0 −13 21 −22 209 353 149 211 359 154 94 95 93

ML1 37 −65 −34 213 352 154 222 366 159 95 96 92

SPML −15 25 −21 212 356 150 212 360 155 94 95 94

2 FD −7 14 4 312 436 141 303 429 95 95 95

CC 497 −493 −79 367 500 146 383 515 73 84 93

ML0 −10 15 −16 340 472 162 330 460 161 94 94 92

ML1 −113 131 26 373 507 174 348 484 172 93 94 95

SPML −29 40 −9 363 497 165 334 465 162 94 94 93
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Table 7.2: Linear Regression with n = 100 and κ = 0.5

Scenario Method Bias (×1000) SD (×1000) SE (×1000) CP (×100)

β1 α β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2

0 .5 FD −4 5 −2 149 339 134 150 337 95 94 96

CC 416 8 −170 197 457 166 196 443 43 94 89

ML0 24 −52 −31 203 522 141 194 495 141 93 92 93

ML1 8 7 −38 207 552 133 199 520 141 92 91 93

SPML 7 8 −37 209 555 133 200 521 141 93 91 93

1 FD 1 5 −3 202 347 144 201 347 94 95 95

CC 408 7 −172 265 470 173 261 451 64 94 86

ML0 18 −5 −34 294 547 142 278 518 141 93 93 91

ML1 9 11 −39 297 560 143 284 531 141 92 92 91

SPML 10 10 −38 298 562 143 285 532 140 92 92 91

2 FD −4 8 −4 302 428 140 300 425 94 94 96

CC 410 7 −171 406 572 168 392 555 80 94 88

ML0 18 −7 −26 461 665 137 447 652 143 93 93 94

ML1 12 3 −39 475 695 140 446 651 141 92 93 92

SPML 11 4 −39 473 694 140 445 651 141 92 93 92

5 .5 FD 1 1 −7 141 340 142 149 338 96 94 95

CC 644 −683 −132 257 473 172 252 445 29 65 92

ML0 −4 14 −30 169 370 165 175 380 170 96 95 92

ML1 178 −353 −100 200 375 182 215 385 187 86 86 87

SPML −8 13 −24 176 382 172 177 374 170 95 94 93

1 FD 7 −19 4 203 358 149 201 348 95 95 94

CC 795 −752 −134 383 551 189 371 536 42 68 89

ML0 −12 7 −28 260 402 193 260 418 192 95 96 91

ML1 −70 52 −4 349 484 239 314 464 219 93 94 91

SPML −47 54 −9 332 482 217 272 431 191 89 92 90

2 FD −14 15 5 304 428 149 303 429 95 95 94

CC 950 −793 −144 584 736 182 576 730 61 79 89

ML0 −31 44 −20 414 562 219 422 565 212 96 95 90

ML1 −438 502 89 565 710 259 482 652 242 85 87 95

SPML −177 197 33 568 713 240 438 598 210 86 89 91
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Table 7.3: Linear Regression with n = 200 and κ = 0.2

Scenario Method Bias (×1000) SD (×1000) SE (×1000) CP (×100)

β1 α β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2

0 .5 FD 0 2 1 106 239 100 106 238 95 95 95

CC 172 2 −111 111 252 99 112 251 67 95 84

ML0 2 −3 −11 116 282 99 116 279 99 95 94 94

ML1 1 1 −11 117 284 99 117 281 99 95 94 94

SPML 1 1 −11 117 284 99 117 281 99 95 94 94

1 FD −2 3 −1 139 241 102 142 246 96 94 95

CC 168 4 −111 149 257 99 149 259 79 95 83

ML0 0 0 −13 158 287 101 160 288 99 96 95 93

ML1 −2 4 −13 159 289 101 161 289 99 96 95 93

SPML −2 4 −13 159 289 101 161 289 99 96 95 93

2 FD 9 −11 0 211 304 98 213 302 95 95 95

CC 182 −13 −109 230 325 98 225 319 86 94 83

ML0 15 −18 −12 252 364 97 247 354 99 94 94 93

ML1 12 −13 −12 254 366 97 247 355 99 95 94 93

SPML 12 −13 −12 253 365 97 247 355 99 95 94 93

5 .5 FD −4 −2 −1 111 242 101 106 238 94 95 96

CC 284 −364 −87 122 255 102 122 250 34 68 88

ML0 −3 −2 −11 114 246 105 109 243 106 93 94 95

ML1 106 −204 −67 110 233 106 112 236 106 85 87 87

SPML −3 −2 −11 114 246 106 109 241 106 93 94 95

1 FD −1 5 4 139 246 103 142 246 95 95 94

CC 380 −427 −77 174 289 104 173 278 40 66 88

ML0 −4 9 −7 146 254 111 151 256 111 95 95 93

ML1 45 −76 −17 151 256 114 157 260 114 94 94 94

SPML −5 11 −6 150 258 112 150 255 111 95 95 93

2 FD 2 −2 1 212 296 98 212 300 94 94 96

CC 513 −514 −91 259 349 105 266 358 51 70 88

ML0 −5 10 −13 229 317 115 234 326 114 95 95 94

ML1 −102 117 25 249 339 122 242 337 122 93 94 95

SPML −13 20 −11 240 331 116 234 324 115 94 94 94
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Table 7.4: Linear Regression with n = 200 and κ = 0.5

Scenario Method Bias (×1000) SD (×1000) SE (×1000) CP (×100)

β1 α β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2 β0 β1 σ2

0 .5 FD 2 −3 1 108 234 101 106 239 95 95 94

CC 419 −13 −168 136 309 123 137 309 13 95 76

ML0 3 −5 −14 140 355 98 137 350 100 94 94 93

ML1 11 −15 −17 142 371 101 141 368 100 94 94 93

SPML 11 −15 −17 143 372 101 142 368 100 94 94 93

1 FD −2 −3 2 141 249 101 142 246 96 94 95

CC 416 −5 −167 190 331 116 184 319 38 94 79

ML0 22 −25 −21 211 396 99 197 367 99 92 92 93

ML1 6 −7 −16 212 401 99 202 379 100 93 93 94

SPML 6 −7 −16 212 401 99 202 379 100 93 93 94

2 FD −5 9 3 222 316 101 213 301 94 93 95

CC 416 −1 −170 277 388 122 276 390 66 95 76

ML0 20 −20 −25 328 483 100 310 454 99 93 92 93

ML1 7 −3 −14 326 474 100 320 467 100 94 94 94

SPML 7 −3 −14 325 474 100 319 467 100 94 94 94

5 .5 FD −3 6 −6 106 235 102 106 237 94 95 94

CC 631 −657 −127 170 299 123 178 312 7 42 87

ML0 −4 5 −10 119 258 126 129 284 124 97 97 94

ML1 171 −339 −81 138 253 132 153 272 134 81 77 86

SPML −8 22 −20 123 258 121 125 261 120 95 95 93

1 FD −4 6 0 146 249 102 142 246 95 94 95

CC 777 −718 −130 269 396 123 262 379 17 52 84

ML0 −12 13 −12 185 289 139 193 311 139 96 97 93

ML1 −81 72 14 239 341 158 223 329 157 93 95 94

SPML −32 44 −7 215 328 142 197 308 138 94 94 93

2 FD −1 −3 2 212 296 101 213 302 95 95 94

CC 948 −789 −146 398 503 127 399 506 34 65 81

ML0 −2 5 −17 263 360 154 322 433 151 97 98 93

ML1 −403 463 92 383 483 178 331 448 170 79 82 95

SPML −82 88 16 384 487 160 312 418 149 89 92 93
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Table 7.5: Poisson Regression with n = 100 and κ = 0.2

Scenario Method Bias (×1000) SD (×1000) SE (×1000) CP (×100)

β1 α β0 β1 β0 β1 β0 β1 β0 β1

0 .5 FD −12 5 156 343 152 340 95 95

CC 121 2 159 346 159 357 86 97

ML0 −10 −3 165 372 160 370 95 95

ML1 −10 1 167 377 160 371 94 95

SPML −10 2 166 376 160 372 94 95

1 FD −12 4 203 355 203 352 95 95

CC 123 −5 204 363 213 369 90 95

ML0 −4 −12 217 392 217 383 95 94

ML1 −6 −7 218 394 216 383 95 94

SPML −6 −7 217 393 217 384 95 94

2 FD −30 24 305 433 307 433 95 95

CC 102 18 306 434 323 456 95 96

ML0 −23 14 324 467 332 472 96 95

ML1 −27 19 325 468 329 468 95 95

SPML −26 19 325 467 332 473 96 95

2 .5 FD −2 −2 128 208 128 208 94 95

CC 196 −218 129 211 137 219 69 85

ML0 −2 −3 130 214 130 214 95 95

ML1 0 −13 131 214 133 218 95 95

SPML −2 −2 130 214 130 213 94 95

1 FD 0 −1 152 216 152 215 95 95

CC 258 −273 149 211 166 231 65 79

ML0 −2 0 154 221 156 222 95 95

ML1 −11 9 158 224 162 231 96 96

SPML −3 1 155 221 156 222 95 95

2 FD −5 0 196 253 195 249 95 94

CC 349 −357 197 254 220 276 65 76

ML0 −6 1 204 263 205 263 95 95

ML1 −42 42 216 276 227 291 95 95

SPML −8 3 206 266 205 263 95 95
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Table 7.6: Poisson Regression with n = 100 and κ = 0.5

Scenario Method Bias (×1000) SD (×1000) SE (×1000) CP (×100)

β1 α β0 β1 β0 β1 β0 β1 β0 β1

0 .5 FD −2 −32 154 340 152 343 94 95

CC 331 −27 175 399 184 417 53 97

ML0 7 −57 186 464 178 439 93 94

ML1 3 −36 192 485 179 447 94 93

SPML 2 −33 190 481 182 455 93 93

1 FD −12 3 210 376 202 351 95 95

CC 328 2 233 407 245 425 70 97

ML0 −2 −14 265 487 250 456 94 94

ML1 −9 3 271 499 251 459 95 95

SPML −9 3 270 496 255 466 94 94

2 FD −14 10 309 438 304 430 95 95

CC 328 2 337 475 370 523 85 98

ML0 7 −18 396 570 393 567 95 95

ML1 −9 6 400 578 387 560 95 95

SPML −7 4 398 575 396 573 95 95

2 .5 FD −2 −4 126 208 128 208 95 96

CC 492 −512 147 225 170 254 16 46

ML0 −3 −9 135 226 141 232 96 97

ML1 −6 −15 144 230 161 259 97 98

SPML −3 −7 136 225 138 225 95 96

1 FD 0 −3 148 215 151 215 95 95

CC 607 −594 184 251 218 288 17 45

ML0 −8 3 168 240 175 247 96 96

ML1 −75 88 193 266 221 310 96 95

SPML −10 8 173 245 174 245 95 95

2 FD −4 1 200 254 196 249 95 95

CC 767 −715 262 321 306 369 25 48

ML0 −7 −2 240 307 237 301 95 95

ML1 −195 223 308 381 318 407 69 69

SPML −42 42 279 348 245 311 92 93
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Table 7.7: Poisson Regression with n = 200 and κ = 0.2

Scenario Method Bias (×1000) SD (×1000) SE (×1000) CP (×100)

β1 α β0 β1 β0 β1 β0 β1 β0 β1

0 .5 FD −2 −7 105 240 106 239 96 95

CC 129 −11 106 237 112 251 78 96

ML0 1 −14 110 257 112 260 95 95

ML1 1 −13 111 258 112 260 95 95

SPML 0 −12 111 257 112 261 95 95

1 FD −3 −7 144 253 142 246 94 95

CC 127 −9 145 252 149 259 86 95

ML0 −1 −11 155 273 152 269 94 95

ML1 −2 −10 155 274 151 268 94 94

SPML −2 −10 155 273 152 270 94 94

2 FD −24 28 217 304 215 304 95 95

CC 110 21 210 293 226 319 92 96

ML0 −19 19 225 317 233 332 95 96

ML1 −21 23 226 318 231 330 95 95

SPML −21 22 226 318 233 332 95 95

2 .5 FD −2 −5 92 149 90 146 95 95

CC 197 −221 91 148 96 153 46 70

ML0 −2 −6 93 150 92 150 95 96

ML1 1 −17 94 151 95 154 96 96

SPML −1 −6 93 150 91 149 95 96

1 FD −4 7 106 150 107 151 95 96

CC 253 −264 111 156 117 163 41 61

ML0 −6 9 109 156 110 157 95 96

ML1 −15 17 112 158 117 166 96 96

SPML −6 9 109 156 110 156 95 96

2 FD −3 4 139 176 138 175 94 94

CC 352 −356 145 182 155 194 36 54

ML0 −3 2 146 187 145 185 94 94

ML1 −38 43 155 195 178 229 95 95

SPML −3 3 147 187 144 185 94 94
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Table 7.8: Poisson Regression with n = 200 and κ = 0.5

Scenario Method Bias (×1000) SD (×1000) SE (×1000) CP (×100)

β1 α β0 β1 β0 β1 β0 β1 β0 β1

0 .5 FD −3 −4 107 230 107 239 95 96

CC 338 −11 114 255 127 287 23 98

ML0 5 −25 124 300 124 307 94 96

ML1 2 −13 127 313 126 312 95 96

SPML 1 −12 127 311 127 317 95 95

1 FD −6 −2 147 254 142 247 95 94

CC 334 −5 167 284 172 298 48 97

ML0 4 −20 188 341 176 322 93 94

ML1 −2 −7 190 346 178 326 94 95

SPML −2 −7 190 344 179 328 93 94

2 FD −9 8 214 297 214 302 95 96

CC 329 10 229 321 257 364 76 98

ML0 −3 1 277 396 276 399 95 95

ML1 −13 15 279 400 272 394 95 95

SPML −11 14 278 398 277 402 95 94

2 .5 FD −11 13 90 142 90 147 96 96

CC 480 −489 101 151 119 179 2 17

ML0 −12 13 96 153 102 168 97 97

ML1 −14 4 102 156 126 203 99 99

SPML −12 15 97 154 97 158 95 96

1 FD −2 3 107 151 107 151 95 95

CC 608 −594 130 179 153 202 2 14

ML0 −3 2 121 170 126 178 96 96

ML1 −68 83 139 189 187 263 95 95

SPML −5 6 126 175 122 172 95 95

2 FD −1 −2 141 178 138 175 95 94

CC 769 −719 181 221 213 257 5 18

ML0 −5 −1 167 209 171 217 97 96

ML1 −181 211 210 257 162 206 33 32

SPML −17 15 183 227 171 217 95 94
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8.0 APPLICATIONS IN RELATED PROBLEMS

Discussed in this chapter are potential applications of the proposed method in statistical problems that,

strictly speaking, do not fall into the category of parametric regression with missing covariates. Interestingly,

such a problem can often be modified into one to which our method is applicable, under assumptions whose

plausibility depends, as always, on the scientific problem at hand. If this is the case, applying the proposed

method often yields a novel approach to the original problem. Two examples are given below.

8.1 MEASUREMENT ERROR MODELS WITH VALIDATION DATA

As before, let Y given X = (W,Z) follow a parametric regression model, with W finitely discrete, (W,Y )

always observed and Z possibly missing. Of primary interest is the regression parameter vector. Suppose

we also (always) observe a variable V , often called a surrogate variable, that is known to be related to Z but

not necessarily to (W,Y ). For example, V may be an inexpensive (and imprecise) measurement of Z. Let

R = 1 if Z is observed; 0 otherwise. Assume that Z is missing at random, that is,

E(R|X,Y, V ) = E(R|W,Y, V ), almost surely.

This is weaker than assumption (1.7). Hence our method is not immediately applicable. Even if it is, it may

be inefficient without making use of V . We now consider how V can be incorporated into the regression

model while fulfilling our key requirements.

Depending on the situation, it may be appropriate to postulate a parametric model for the conditional

distribution of V given Z. If, in addition, V is conditionally independent of (W,Y ) given Z, then we have a

parametric regression model for Ỹ := (Y, V ) given X :

[Ỹ |X ] = [Y |X ][V |X,Y ] = [Y |X ][V |Z].

This permits application of the proposed method, provided the regularity conditions can be verified. A

parametric model for V given Z may be readily available if V is a physical measurement of Z. In the

simplest case, it may be reasonable to assume that V = Z + ε where ε ∼ N (0, ς2) is the measurement

error. If V is a measurement of Z, then the above conditional independence requirement simply says that

the measurement process is independent of the other regression variables, which may be the case in many

applications.
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At times the assumptions made in the above paragraph may not be realistic. But the proposed method

may still be applicable, via a different route. Assume that V is finitely discrete or can be discretized without

much loss of information. Assume also that V is conditionally independent of Y given X . Then V can be

“absorbed” into W , written W̃ = (W,V ), and the regression model is unchanged:

[Y |W̃ , Z] = [Y |W,Z].

Note that the conditional independence condition here is weaker than the one in the above paragraph.

Moreover, this approach requires no parametric assumptions (in addition to the original regression model).

8.2 AUXILIARY VARIABLES

Suppose now that we would like to estimate the distribution of some variable Y . Actually we may be only

interested in some aspects of it such as the mean, variance or certain quantiles. But all of these can be

easily obtained from an estimate of the distribution; so let us focus on the latter. Unfortunately Y cannot

be ascertained for all subjects in a random sample. What we can observe for all subjects is an auxiliary

variable X which forms the basis for the (known or unknown) selection process. With R being the usual

selection indicator, this means

E(R|X,Y ) = E(R|X), almost surely. (8.1)

Examples of this type of problems include survey nonresponse and imprecise measurement.

When the selection mechanism is known or can be modeled, a simple estimator is the Horvitz-Thompson

estimator, weighting each observed value of Y by the inverse of the (estimated) conditional probability of

observing Y givenX . A more common, and often more efficient, approach is regression imputation, described

as follows. In view of (8.1), the conditional distribution of Y given X can be estimated from the complete

cases using any standard method. (This is usually based on a parametric or semiparametric regression model.

But it could be done nonparametrically with some discretization or smoothing.) With this estimate and the

observed value of X , one can then impute the missing value of Y for an incomplete case. See Little and

Rubin (2002) for various implementations of this simple idea.

In some applications, it may be more natural to regressX on Y . This would be the case if, for example, X

is a physical measurement of Y and the error distribution is well understood. Then the method developed in

this dissertation would be applicable. The semiparametric MLE of the distribution of Y is strongly consistent

and asymptotically Gaussian in a suitable sense. Aside from modeling considerations, the proposed estimator

may also have some efficiency advantage. This is because the regression parameter and the distribution of

Y are now estimated simultaneously, rather than sequentially as in regression imputation. We do not yet

have results to support this conjecture. Further investigation is warranted.
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9.0 DISCUSSION

To help put this work in proper perspective, we now give a brief discussion on the pros and cons of the

proposed method relative to the existing methods in the literature. More details about the competing

methods can be found in Chapter 1 and, of course, the original papers. The main advantages of the proposed

method over the complete-case analysis are consistency under outcome-dependent selection and efficiency

under outcome-independent selection. The former is well established, theoretically and numerically. The

latter is intuitively clear but has not been studied in great details. It would be interesting to calculate the

asymptotic variance of the CC estimator and compare it with that of SPML. The proposed method achieves

the semiparametric information bound, which represents a major advantage over the methods based on

estimated likelihoods or scores (pseudolikelihood, mean score and pseudoscore). In principle, semiparametric

efficiency can also be achieved under the approach of Robins, Hsieh and Newey (1995) (RHN). However, the

RHN methodology requires modeling the selection mechanism and is generally difficult to implement. To

the best of our knowledge, it has been implemented only when W and Y are both discrete. In contrast, the

proposed method leaves the selection mechanism unspecified and is relatively easy to implement, as shown

in Chapter 7. Comparing with the parametric modeling approach of Ibrahim, Chen and Lipsitz (1999), the

proposed method is more robust in that G is treated nonparametrically.

Semiparametric MLEs have been studied in related but different contexts, such as two-phase sampling

(Wild, 1991; Lawless, Kalbfleisch and Wild, 1999; van der Vaart and Wellner, 2001; Braslow, McNeney and

Wellner, 2003), mixture models (van der Vaart, 1996; Roeder, Carroll and Lindsay, 1996; Murphy and van

der Vaart, 2001) and deconvolution (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1992; van der Vaart, 1994a). In spirit, the

proposed method is similar to the method of Lawless, Kalbfleisch and Wild (1999) for two-phase sampling.

A defining feature of the two-phase sampling problem is a finite stratification of the sample space which

determines the second-phase sampling. This limits the applicability of their method to the general missing

covariates problem that we consider. It also makes the analysis here somewhat more complicated.

A serious limitation of the proposed method is the requirement that W be finitely discrete. Although

this is often true or can be made true by discretizing, there are certainly situations where W is and should

be treated as a continuous variable. In the latter case, it is not clear how to handle G nonparametrically

within the maximum likelihood framework. Full robustness with respect to G, though absolutely desirable,

is difficult if not impossible to achieve.
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